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UNICEF Young Envoys Programme 2005

United Nations Children’s Fund
The United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) was founded in 1946 to meet the humanitarian needs of
children suffering from the aftermath of World War II. For more than half a century of operation, UNICEF has
the mandate to embrace children and women, particularly in developing countries, giving priority to the most
disadvantaged and those countries in greatest need.
UNICEF is guided by the Convention on the Rights of the Child. UNICEF has been working in 157 developing
countries, and territories to improve the situation for children and women in areas like health and nutrition,
basic education, safe water supplies and sanitation. Attention is also directed to those children in need of
special protection. UNICEF supports many countries in an effort to increase locals' access to safe drinking
water and to immunize all children against the child-killing diseases.
The Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF was formed in 1986 and is one of the 37 National Committees
worldwide. It provides financial support for UNICEF projects all over the world and raises public awareness
of UNICEF’s work and the conditions of poor children in developing countries.

UNICEF Young Envoys Programme
The UNICEF Young Envoys Programme is a unique youth leadership scheme. It aims to elicit public concern
about the issues of children’s rights and the situation of children worldwide, and to enable participants to
understand the role and achievements of UNICEF in improving children’s lives within developing countries.
It also aims at providing opportunities for participants to foster their personal development and encouraging
them to participate in social service programmes across the community.

Selection of UNICEF Young Envoys
Merely a month after the programme application period, the Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF received
hundreds of applications. To apply, applicants were required to submit an essay of not more than 500 words
on the topic “How would you like to change the world?” Based on the proposals and applicants’ experience
in community service, 300 candidates were shortlisted for selection interviews on 4 & 11 December 2004.
The panel of judges were as follows: Dr. Patricia Ip (Executive Committee Member, Hong Kong Committee
on Children’s Rights), Ms. Irene Leung (Chief Officer, the Human Resources and Community Network, Social
Services Department, The Salvation Army Hong Kong & Macau Command), Rev. Jerry Wong (Pastor-In-Charge,
Christian & Missionary Alliance Heng Fa Chuen Church), Ms. Shirley Wong (former Acting Chief Executive,
Save the Children Hong Kong), Ms. Kathy Wong (Executive Director, Playright Children’s Play Association),
Dr. Chow Chun Bong (Chairperson, Hong Kong Committee on Children’s Rights), Ms. Jessie Yee (Executive
Director, Kely Support Group), Ms. Anita Lam (Supervisor, Youth Exchange, The Hong Kong Federation of
Youth Group), Ms. Maggie Koong (Vice-chairperson, Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF), Mrs. Corina Wong
(Council Member, Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF), Ms. Leonie Ki (Council Member, Hong Kong Committee
for UNICEF) and Mr. Gilbert Mo (Council Member, Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF). After thorough
consideration, 100 UNICEF Young Envoys, all from different backgrounds, were selected.
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Message from the Chairman
of the Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF
Our future is our Children. No matter how much we try to cultivate our younger generation to become
international citizens with global perspectives, it is important to let them have an opportunity to know why.
Learning requires a special environment. Today young people need avenues to express their views, to grasp
initiatives to learn how to serve society and to explore this world so that they can understand the importance
of promoting and implementing children’s rights.
We believe that one of the best ways to equip our youth with a global outlook is to get them involved on the
ground level in person. Since 1996, the Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF has been providing opportunities
for the younger generation to familiarize themselves with the Convention on the Rights of the Child through
our youth leadership programmes. These are structured to reflect the Convention’s four guiding principles
of survival, development, protection and participation. Over the past nine years, the programme has been
able to enhance the participant’s appreciation and respect of their own rights as well as the rights of others.
Our leadership programmes have given young people in our community an opportunity to prepare
themselves for an active role in society; and to understand how UNICEF’s social service programmes
improve children’s lives worldwide. The field visit to Switzerland in 2001 gave participants a chance to
exchange ideas with youths of many other nationalities in order for them to participate in international affairs.
Field visits to countries like Nepal, Lao PDR, Cambodia and China exposed our younger generation to basic
survival difficulties of children in the developing world. They were able to witness UNICEF’s development
programmes first hand. All participants returned with increased maturity and a broader view of the world as
well as a deeper understanding of their own selves.
I would like to express my sincere thanks to our major sponsor for supporting the Programme and the New
World First Bus company for its advertising. Special thanks should also be given to all the staff of UNICEF
Cambodia Office and UNICEF China for their immense effort in organizing these inspiring and memorable
Young Envoy visits.
In this publication, the Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF is very proud to promote the various programmes
and activities of the Young Envoy Programme. I am sure that you will understand how important it is for us
to engage our youth. With their energy and special insights, they will help create a better world. We are fully
committed to the role of children in shaping our society’s future.

Dr Robert H. P. Fung
Chairman
Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF
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˚ؿ
ԫ೧ܰ҈ࠨ̰ؿԞe҈ࠨዶรҙי༅ө҈ࠨؿณȹˤιݯኟτਝ഼யވ˖ؿʔ̵cᜑڇαɁ͉עԷ
יଡ˖ވdᗐʶͲଈֲ߬ࠇؿeነୌ߬ྊʥዀผؿe҈ࠨ߬ʀڇαɁዀผྊٲ༠෮Ӯd
ᜑˢࠨ˚৽مݯผ৻רАˮᘆcԎॗ˖ވeᅚɷॶᜑڇαɁ͉עઐᄤྡྷሚԫ೧ᚬСֲ߬ࠇؿe
҈ࠨ૯ڌөɎȹˤኟτਝ഼யؿԙʿؒܰᜑˢࠨጱӸၤʥeϬȹȾȾʒαcᐲਝԫ೧
ਥټผȹߎقɈ༦ᐾፒڇαԚّི߮cઐᄤԫ೧ᚬСʔ̒ඖਥ̯ࡈڬĺΦdೕࢄdՇړᙶ
ၤe༦˾Ⱦαc҈ࠨȹقਠؿ͌ؿི߮ܛcҺʶᜑڇʭαނੴdకࠇʥᗐʶϬɯˢɁؿᚬऩe
ڇαԚّི߮˥ڇαιٽcݯˢࠨˀ܃ዶรΑ㏾مผАΡๅௐe༦ɺ৽ݠcڇαॶਪ૯Ƀȿᐲ
ਝԫ೧ਥټผΣЄҝഁͲଈԫ೧ؿؗرؿɮАeɀཌྷཌྷȹαؿɡɾϷᜑነࡗၤΔαڇɁగԫ೧
ၤʼʝଔА͚ݚeˢࠨ͛ೕࢄɻਝࡼΣϢካdܻࡣྣʥɻਝ೩Δcȿೕࢄɻਝࡼԫ೧ֺࠍ
ྦྷ́ؿΦਐᕀᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผ৻רೕࢄඖ͌e৽ݠɺЎׅᒏȿαڇɁؿଡވcɖ˱૯ȿˢࠨྦྷ
Ϭɯؿႏᖫe
Εϊc҈߬ᑢᖳХܰωི߮߬˚ؿᖳХዀ࿚c˞ʥณ˖ވȹʱɡ৻רτࠉʔ̇ᖳХۧඨܰωི߮e
ϊ̔c҈͛߬ऋПΉᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผܻࡣྣʥɻਝፒԑ୮ؿᓻࡗߎ˞ຒʗᑢ෮cᑢˢࠨΪખȿԮ
ઢೕֲᗒѿؿ৽ݠe
̯˰ذంኒȿʌ։ڇαԚّི߮ɻؿΈඖ৽ݠe҈ڌޚɣࡼޜଓ˰܃ذcผ͉עԷڇαؿઢೕʑΕ
ᅶॶʥརˢࠨዶรၤֲ߬ࠇؿe҈ࠨ૯ڌԫ೧Εஃི˖̰ވԞؿᔂ྇ɐ߬ኪȹࠇ߬ؿӯϳe

ᐲਝԫ೧ਥࠗټಋկࡗผ˚
ඟᄪ୯ᔢ́
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New World First Bus Services Limited
As a member of society, New World First Bus Services Limited (“NWFB”) actively supports a wide range of
worthwhile causes organized by charities and social service groups.
This year, UNICEF again organized the Young Envoys Programme, with the aim of raising public concern
about children’s rights and their well being. Through training, alongside with field visits to Cambodia and
Shaanxi, China, the Young Envoys were able to broaden their horizons, learning to assume greater
responsibility in serving the community. NWFB shares these ideals - our mission is to improve our
community’s standard of living, and that of the world beyond. We are pleased to play our part through the
advertising sponsorship of this most worthy organization.
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ณ˖ވȹʱɡ৻רτࠉʔ̇
А߲ݯஐͨͬؿพʔ̵cณ˖ވȹʱɡ৻רτࠉʔ̇ณʱȹΉᆅʶʔऩcԎዶรʻمܛผר
৻ዀ࿚ʥ෯ഁ྆ؿɮАcᎳХτ߬ؿɁɡe
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผʌαʹωᐾፒᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮cֻوઐ৽̵̟ᗐʶͲଈԫ೧ᚬСʥ
ါСؿրοcᜑڇαԚّ༦ܻࡣྣɻਝϹ৽ݠݚ͚ؿʥၤடϻফᆻᇾೡcϤᒷᒏ഼யʥר
৻مະc˿ጽͨࠇ༞ႩcϤ͌ᅟ̳ၤณʱؿଉȹߎiေɈمݯผۺȹҡΡݠ́ؿྊeณʱ
Ɋʗ࿘֗ॶਪʹωᖳХܰωۧؿ৽ݠඨઐᄤcݯөڇαသȹʗɈe
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Training Programme
Orientation Day
The UNICEF Young Envoys 2005 Programme officially started on 30 December 2004 in the Caritas Ngau Tau
Kok Community Centre. This day was indeed memorable for all Young Envoys 2005 (YE05s) since it was our
first gathering and it signified the official start of our programme. We played some ice-breaking games to
get to know each other. After that, there was a briefing session by the trainers and the Young Envoys Club
(YEC) Executive Committee members. From this half-day programme, we all became more familiar with
UNICEF, the Young Envoys Programme and YEC.
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ফᆻི߮
ٴณˀ
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮כɀཌྷཌྷ̒αɊɀ˂ɍɊˀΕ˒ӯעෲɻʶ̳βࢄeٴณˀྦྷֺτ
ɀཌྷཌྷʄα۹ڇαԚّԞ႓ܰȹᗒѿؿˀɥhܰ̚ڇαԚّࠨࠖωӮࠍؿዀผc͛ോᄩടི߮ؿ
նe༦ȹடϻؿव͵༝ᎻʥϬ҈ʍଽc҈ࠨ˱૯ȿྦྷ֤ϊؿႏᖫeʥ܃cི߮ؿኒᐲਝԫ೧
ਥټผڇαԚّผؿկࡗผιࡗΉ҈ࠨᓯʍȿᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผʥڇαԚّผؿɮАe༦˸ʨؿফ
ᆻ৽ݠcɣࡼྦྷᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผʥԞα৽ݠؿτҡ૯ؿႏᖫe

ᓑЪ઼ආૄ!!!!ົܛ15
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Training Camp
In order to let Young Envoys familiarize themselves with each other, and get them fully prepared for the
programme, an orientation camp was held on 8 – 9 January 2005 at the Breakthrough Youth Village in
Shatin. Upon our arrival, the trainers gave us a briefing, which was followed by a series of ice-breaking
games. We were then divided into different groups with which we would work and collaborate throughout
the training activities in the two days ahead of us.
Through a variety of challenging games, we developed strong team spirit, communication skills and cogent
trust in our group mates. Our task that night, Sim City, was the camp’s highlight because every Young Envoy
had to contribute towards constructing a “city” using very limited resources. We learnt about the importance
of time-management, leadership, positive co-operation and effective communication from this very
challenging and innovative task. On the second day, we participated in some adventure-based activities.
Upon completion of these strenuous tasks, we realised that nothing is impossible if we have the determination
and courage. The camp certainly enhanced our personal growth, and was really of great benefit to us.

Social Service
After a briefing and preparatory session held on 19
March 2005, we took part in a service at Kathleen
McDouall Children Care Centre on 2 April 2005.
Our main task that day was to assist the teachers
and help create a jovial and harmonious atmosphere
for the children at the center’s Open Day. On that
day, we were divided into groups, each with a
different responsibility, including serving our visitors
at reception, singing karaoke with the children, and
making deserts with them, etc. We strongly believe that this was a great opportunity for us to learn more
community service skills and how to communicate with little kids. This training also increased our social
concern and provided a chance for us to contribute to society.
It was most delightful and relaxing to play with the cute and innocent children. At the same time, we have
become more independent and responsible individuals through this meaningful experience.
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ফᆻᏪ
ݯȿᜑڇαԚّࠨʃ˱ޚ૯ႏᖫcԎ̰ݯԞؿফᆻ৽ݠ২ΡๅௐcڇαԚّכɀཌྷཌྷʄαȹ˂ɄˀϭȾ
ˀΕҳ̈́ޯवɻʶڇαᏪ൬Ϸݯ౨ԭˀؿফᆻ৽ݠeΕኒؿᓯʍव͵༝Ꮋɾ܃cڇαԚّࠨʗιȿ
ɺؿɩୂc˞̰כڏԞԭˀ൬Ϸȹடϻؿফᆻ˿ࣂ৽ݠʃޚАe
൬Ϸ༦ɺఒܥኝֲؿ༝Ꮋ܃cɣࡼ྆ؿඅ၀ु൙Ԟ൙ੜcඅࡗɾංؿͨڌɺᒾᄈ˱eયɐؿ
ͨ৻ĶۺஉᅡᏃ̟ےcҡܰ၀ٻcҰȹϽڇαԚّݯͨ৻သʶသɈeϤ҈ࠨΕͨ৻ɻ͛ነԷ
τᗐࣂංဳଉdეኒdА೩Ҍ̝eɀʨؿዃթ৽ݠcԚ҈ࠨผԷ̋߬τҺʶࣩڭc˖
ɐಲᗒԑ༞ଉeফᆻᏪಲဘྦྷ҈ࠨؿɁιٽτട۾ɣؿᎳХcɣࡼଓ́Շ͂e

ຮ৻ɮАၤ
Εɀཌྷཌྷʄαɍ˂ɊȾˀؿᓯʍˀʥདௐɮАы܃c҈ࠨכɀཌྷཌྷʄα̒˂ɀˀݯோᅳᇘ̢ԫɻʶؿ
יˀ৻רe҈ࠨʗιɺؿɩୂc߲ஐɺؿɮАcΣઅۿʥ๑ᚋʨၤؿ৽ݠԫ೧d།ɻʶؿɩש
ʤd২ʹɮʥႇАଏۂ೩e
ωمผؿ৻רʀ҈ࠨȹነୌΈိҌ̝cऋПܰၤԫ೧ؿҌ̝ʥ৻רԫ೧ؿዀผeܰω
ɖ˱૯ȿɣࡼྦྷمผؿᗐ؇cԎ҈ࠨȹዀผΑ㏾مผe
৻רɻॶਪၤʨभ˿ෲؿԫ೧͚ݚc˥ɣࡼՇԷᗒ˞Ѽࢀؿ௩ࢧcࣂ͛ቔȿ҈ࠨؿዟ͓ॶɈ
ஐͨe
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School Fundraising and Advocacy Projects
Introduction
After a series of training programmes and social services, it was time for something challenging and
stimulating. The challenge was for Young Envoys to organize school fundraising and advocacy projects –
one of the highlights of the programme. Through implementing these projects, we reached the goal of
advocating the work of UNICEF as well as raising funds for the organization. From February to April 2005,
we organized a series of fundraising and advocacy projects at school. From giving presentations and
holding debates to coordinating hunger banquets, charity sales and talent shows, we reached the aim of
letting our teachers and fellow schoolmates learn about the situation of underprivileged children worldwide
and the work of UNICEF. We paid a lot of efforts and organized a large variety of wonderful activities. The
following provides an account of some of these activities that were particularly remarkable.

We Love, We Care Campaign

Organized by Alex Leung

'We Love, We Care Campaign' included the Sign Your Name Campaign, Fai Chun Design Competition and
Red Packet Money Donation. The students had the chance to reflect upon their own lives and donate money
to the children in need through calligraphy. Participants showed their support to UNICEF’s work by signing
their name to endorse what UNICEF has been doing worldwide. The Fai Chun Design Competition enabled
them to show sympathy and concern for children in need. They shared the red packets that they recently
received during Chinese New Year with the less fortunate children. The We Love, We Care Campaign was
extremely well received. Zealous students got to know more about UNICEF and demonstrated their
willingness to help those people in need.

UNICEF Week

Organized by Stephanie FongYan, Agatha Lin, Silvia Lam, Sara Sze

The core of UNICEF Week was to arouse students’ awareness of children in poverty. First, we held a
Chocolate Charity Sale. We handmade about 100 packs of chocolate and sold them to our schoolmates.
After that we held a Blue Ribbon Day. Blue ribbons, attached to a UNICEF logo, were made and sold to the
students. This also aims to enhance students’ awareness of the UNICEF logo and brand colour. Another
highlight of the week was the Hunger Banquet. The lucky students randomly selected to be “rich” had pizza
for lunch, while the others only received bread. Through participating in this activity, students were able to
experience the inequity prevalent in developing countries. All these campaigns provided an opportunity for
students to reflect upon their own lives and the privileges that they enjoy.

Internal Talent Quest

Organized by Kent Yeung, Simon Li, Ray Cheng

We merged our school project with our school’s annual show, the Internal Talent Quest (ITQ), which brought
about a perfect combination for achieving both advocacy and entertainment. Apart from the singing contest
and dance performances, we played a video about children living in developing countries, prepared
promotional leaflets and UNICEF souvenirs, and set up donation boxes for spontaneous contributions. The
performers and audience all contributed their compassion, money and talents to helping the needy in the
developing countries. By the end of the show, all participants were very contented and came to realize how
UNICEF helps the poor.
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࣎ʑᘐಁʥઐᄤ৽ݠ
ᓯʍ
༦ȹடϻؿফᆻི߮ຮɮၤ܃c҈ࠨʹٴઅȹܫԮܥኝɌఒઢೕֲؿඖ͌eగܰ࣎ʑᘐಁݠ
৽Ðᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮ࠇؿᒨɾȹc͌ݯؿઐᄤᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿɮАᘐඳeɀ
ཌྷཌྷʄαɀ˂ϭ̒˂౨ංc҈ࠨΈϬ࣎כʑᐾϷȿɺᅡβ࣎ؿʑᘐಁʥઐᄤ৽ݠcͅᑟdᙽሃˈᑩ
Էஔఒࡽd෯ഁຮሒ೩Έβԯβؿઐᄤ৽ݠcοΕ˱૯҈ࠨӸᖾؿነϢྦྷ˖ވΈΔԫ೧́ؗرݠ
ʥᐲผਝԫ೧ਥټผɮАؿႏᖫe҈ࠨ˟ˮȿ۾ΛЦɈcᐾፒȿɺʭˮϳ৽ݠؿcగᜑ҈ࠨᔄϊΉɣࡼ
ʍଽȹɎͫˮϳؿԝɥe

҈ࠨෲc҈ࠨᗐʶbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb

৽ݠᘐiષ۽ژ

҈ࠨෲc҈ࠨᗐʶ༜৽˳ܢᖋΊɣϷ৽cܬஉ߮ˈᑩʥȹɁȹСܰඳࢶ৽ݠe༦ܬஉ߮
ˈᑩcነ˿ੀϬɯݠ́ؿʥྦྷஔшԫ೧ؿᗐෲఓכʼΥᖚ࣊ؒɻe˱ّȿ༦ᖋΊ༜৽ٲ༠
ˢࠨྦྷᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿɮАؿႏʻ̔ܛc͛ፉᙺࢶˮɩʗؿСܰ፠Ԟٲ༠ྦྷஔшԫ೧ؿᗐ
ʶe҈ࠨෲc҈ࠨᗐʶ৽ݠʵȿᄤɣؿিᚊeᆅʶʔऩؿነɺЎዶรȿᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผc
ҡݯτ߬ؿɁ˟ˮȿȹʗɈe

ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผԫ೧൪bb

৽ݠᘐiᒉօജdடᅳᆋd׳ɩዘd≳ܪఉ

༦ᐾፒᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผԫ೧൪c҈ࠨ௴ȿነࠨྦྷᘿቕԫ೧ؿᗐ؇eࠖͱc҈ࠨᐾፒȿχ̀
Ɉ෯ഁຮሒcͳਕˮȹϛ˳ጱʹႇАؿχ̀Ɉe̊̔c҈ࠨ͛ᐾፒȿᔂˀe҈ࠨҐᔂᖎɐᐲ
ਝԫ೧ਥټผؿᅟႌcԎΉነˮਕeਕሒᔂȿ˿ݯᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผᘐಁcԯஉ߮ɖ˳фȿ
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿോᄩ෮ຮc˱૯ነࠨྦྷୂᓱؿႏᖫcรԮઐᄤ෮ຮeᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผԫ೧൪
ࠇؿᎻܰஔఒࡽe༦ᛦc֗༜ؿነผιݯఒّcԎ˿Ԕ͂ᑁიАʟᎁhԯؿነ߬ڏȹ
Ɏॠ˜ᓰࠕؿಥՈc̋ॶ˞ᙈ˳˨ᘿeஔఒࡽ˥ነҡȿೕࢄɻਝࡼؗߕؿʥɺʔ̡ۿ༤cʮԯܰɣ
ࡼܰʔ̡ΔԞԷ˖ɐcڳԷޚ൝ޅႩۿྦྷؿeᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผԫ೧൪ᐾፒ৽ݠؿʀነࠨ
ȹϬؿޘዀผe


ɷᖚٲbbbbbbbbbbbbb

৽ݠᘐiฦᒄ࠷dңրጙdሲͰ൹

ݯȿᜑઐᄤ৽ݠҡᅥֲc҈ࠨੀ࣎ʑઐᄤ৽ݠ།ɷᖚٲጪΕȹe৽ݠˀc҈ࠨȿདௐԮ
ᅥֲሔٲؿ̔cᑹΉነᅌיτᗐೕࢄɻਝࡼԫ೧ੱؿؗːݒfͿႇτᗐᐲਝԫਥټผۧؿඨ௰
ਜ਼ʥ֨ۂcԎஉτᘐಁᆱԜነЩࣂࢶಁe৽ݠઅٶѮᐰࣂcֺτٲ˱ّڈသጙԎႏᖫԷᐲ
ਝԫ೧ਥټผؿɮАeˢࠨτ፠ˮ፠cτɈˮɈcੀෲʶdټ፠ʥɷᖚᘆ˖ɐτ߬ؿɁe
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Mother’s Day Charity Sale
8 May 2005 is a perfect day to show your gratitude to your mother for her care and nurture over the years.
In order to pay our respects to all mothers, we organized a UNICEF Mother’s Day Charity Sale. For us Young
Envoys of 2005, this was especially meaningful since we single-handedly organized the event, recruitied
volunteers and made the Mother’s Day gift packs.
About two weeks before the actual sale, all Young Envoys collaborated very well together, and in one short
morning we finished wrapping all gift packs to be sold the following week. On 7-8 May 2005, 100 Young
Envoys, together with more than 200 volunteers, set up charity counters in 25 shopping malls all over Hong
Kong. Over the two days of our Mother’s Day Charity Sale, we successfully sold out more than 12,000 gift
packs. In this significant event, not only could we express our deepest gratitude to our dearest mothers, but
also help UNICEF raise funds. It was an invaluable experience and we all learnt a lot.
Last but not least, we must not forget to thank our most valued trainers Norris, Rosanna and Dennis. Without
their help, we would never be able to pull off such a successful event!
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̴ጱຝ෯ഁຮሒ
ɀཌྷཌྷʄαʄ˂Ʉˀcܰɥɤȹသѣ༞ؿΡዀผeֺྦྷݯτ̴ጱؿᗐᕤௐϭߎ˞ውc҈ࠨᐾϷȿᐲ
ਝԫ೧ਥټผ̴ጱຝ෯ഁຮሒeϤྦྷכɀཌྷཌྷʄα۹ڇؿαԚّԞ႓cҡܰ෮ຮࠇɣcΐ৽ݠ̯ݯಲ
ሃᘐd׃ඳຮɮdႇАʥਕሒᓤ˳ۂͅ҈ࠨȹʹ˳ፒe
ຮሒکɣลԭܱ౨c҈ࠨʶԾɈכȹξɐࣂؿංҐֺτᓤ˳˳ۂΡeຮሒʨc҈ࠨၤɀϛ
ΛΊຮɮࠗכಋdȾ᎘dณވʳʄɣێਆcݯᘐಁؿɮАЦɈeԭʨؿຮሒ৽ݠɻc҈ࠨι˲ਕ
ˮ൚༦ȹຒɀɝᓤ˳ۂcҐֺτᓤ˳ۂਕᐬe༦ܰω৽ݠc҈ࠨɺЎॶٲ༠҈ࠨྦྷ̴ጱؿෲcҡݯ
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผᘐഁಁc˿႓ܰȹᐾԭe҈ࠨΕɻᏵऩӪΛe
܃ɺॶʭࠨ҈ྦྷ߬ܰؿጱෲؿ1RUULVc5RVDQQDʥ'HQQLVߎ˞૯૯ؿᑢ෮cΐݯӀτˢࠨؿᎳХcϊ
৽ݠɺ˿ॶΣϊι˲k
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Appointment Ceremony
On 28 May 2005, the Appointment Ceremony of UNICEF
Young Envoys Programme 2005 was held at the North Atrium,
Olympian City 2. Mrs. Anson Chan, JP, the Vice-Chairman of
the Hong Kong Committee for UNICEF, was cordially invited
to be the ceremony’s officiating guest. During the event, Mrs.
Chan and other honorable guests presented certificates to the
Young Envoys. Since then, 100 Young Envoys have officially
shouldered the responsibilities of serving the community,
promoting children’s rights and advancing humanity.
The ceremony started with a tuneful melody, “The Greatest
Love of All”, played in a duet of flute and harmonica, by two
repersentatives of YE05s. Subsequently, some YEs put on
drama performance, about how we had become Young Envoys,
what we had learnt in the Programme and how we had grown
through the process. Finally, a big handmade globe, covered
with the figures of one hundred Envoys hand in hand, was
presented on the stage. Mrs. Chan placed a UNICEF flag on
the top of globe, symbolizing our duty to care the children and
spread love all over the world.
“All endings are also beginnings.” The appointment ceremony
put an end to our training session, but our duties as Young
Envoys has just commenced. A fruitful future awaits each
of us!
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կͨᓤ
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮ɀཌྷཌྷʄկͨᓤכɀ
ཌྷཌྷʄαʄ˂ɀɊɄˀෙࣵےɀ౨˵ᐮɻᐾϷe҈ࠨ۾
࿘֗ᑼᇼԷᐲਝԫ೧ਥࠗټಋկࡗผ৹˚ஹʿΪ́ʪ̡
ୁɡኪͨ˚ᓤཽႝeᓤɐcஹʪၤˮཽؿႝཕೕկͨു
࣊҈ࠨeԅȹԳնc҈ࠨȹϛϽᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇ
αԚّ߲٘ڏم৻רະdઐᄤԫ೧ᚬСڔ൬ʆෲ၀ुؿ
ஐͨe
կͨᓤͅԭϽڇαԚّˤٽ˞ٲରdɟೄɀࠇۗۗˮؿ
7KH*UHDWHVW/RYHRI$OOઘѵྭeʥ܃c҈ࠨҐιݯ
ڇαԚّؿ༦dΕফᆻ౨ංֺነୌԷ˞ؿʥ҈ࠨؿι˞ٽ
ჱѼβ།ԷཽႝʗԔe܃c҈ࠨᑼᇼȿஹʪҐȹࠍᐲ
ਝԫ೧ਥټผؿ࿏ᄞיΕȹ҈ࠨʹႇؿdͅȹϛɩ
ڇαԚّʹ૾ʹᔍၰؿΔଈɐeോᄩട҈ࠨιڇݯαԚ
ّ܃cผʶԾɈ˾ᗐʶ˖ވΈΔؿԫ೧cԎҐෲိؿɥౙ
ᅌԷ˖ؿވҰȹӯໃe
ȹܨԑؿѫc֡֡ܰ̊ȹܨԑؿնeկͨᓤ
ᒖಳᅟႌടᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮ɀཌྷཌྷʄؿ
ফᆻ৽ݠઅٶѮᐰcЎɖܰ҈ࠨնᄚϷڇαԚّͨ৻ؿ
ࣂԳcעʨΡؿᆩ̳೩ۿട҈ࠨνՙk
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Field Visit to Cam
ܻࡣྣϣྦ྆Ϸೡ

-XO\0RQGD\ȼ˂ɊɄˀܱ౨ȹ
+RQJ.RQJ÷3KQRP3HQK&DPERGLDࠗಋ÷ټᖾcܻࡣྣ

-XO\7XHVGD\
ȼ˂ɊȾˀܱ౨ɀ
%ULHILQJDW81,&()&DPERGLD
כᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผܻࡣྣፒԑ୮ɾᓯʍผ
9LVLW)ULHQGVRXWUHDFKDFWLYLWLHVZLWKVWUHHWFKLOGUHQ
)ULHQGVഷ೧̔ࢄ৽ݠ
9LVLW3HHU(GXFDWLRQ$FWLYLWLHVRQ+,9$,'6
DW&DPERGLD<RXWK'HYHORSPHQW+,9$,'6
+RWOLQHDQG&OLQLF5+$&7RXO7DPSRXQJ
&DPERGLD<RXWK'HYHORSPHQWؿෲಥञשሦ
ઠө৽ݠcෲಥञᆅᇃɻʶʥ5+$&7RXO
7DPSRXQJൈֺ
'LQQHUKRVWHGE\81,&()&DPERGLD
˱ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผܻࡣྣፒԑ୮ᓻࡗᐾፒɾ
ᚭٴયࡽ

-XO\:HGQHVGD\ȼ˂ɀɊˀܱ౨ɍ
3KQRP3HQK÷.DPSRQJ6SHXټᖾ÷.DPSRQJ6SHX
9LVLW7UDSDQJ.RQJ+HDOWK&HQWUH7UDSDQJ.RQJړ৪ɻʶ
.DPSRQJ6SHX÷6DP5RQJYLOODJH
9LVLWKHDOWKFHQWUHRXWUHDFKDFWLYLWLHVړ৪ɻʶ̔ࢄ৽ݠ
6DP5RQJYLOODJH÷3KQRP3HQK6DP5RQJYLOODJH÷ټᖾ
9LVLWWKH9HWHUDQV,QWHUQDWLRQDO3K\VLFDO5HKDELOLWDWLRQ&HQWUH
ܻࡣྣਝঽ͢߶Ɂనɻʶ
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-XO\7KXUVGD\
ȼ˂ɀɊȹˀܱ౨̒

bodia - Itinerary

3KQRP3HQK÷.DPSRQJ7KRP3URYLQFH
ټᖾ÷ᆡޘ
9LVLWFRPPXQLW\SUHVFKRRODW&KRQJ'RXQJ
&RPPXQH
&KRQJ'RXQJ&RPPXQH̢ਂمؿԫ
9LVLW&KLOG)ULHQGO\6FKRRODW$FKD/DUN
6FKRRODQGH[FKDQJHZLWKVWXGHQWV
$FKD/DUN6FKRROԎၤΔɩነ͚́ݚ
0HHWLQJZLWK&RPPXQH&RPPLWWHHIRU:RPHQ
DQG&KLOGUHQDQGRIILFHUVRI3URYLQFLDO2IILFH
RI(GXFDWLRQ
ၤΔਯɤԫ೧ਂمկࡗผʥؿ֚ܧઠө
˚ͨผࠍ

-XO\)ULGD\
ȼ˂ɀɊɀˀܱ౨ʄ
.DPSRQJ7KRP3URYLQFH÷6UD\DQJ
ᆡ÷ޘ6UD\DQJ
9LVLW&0$&GHPLQLQJDQGPLQHULVN
HGXFDWLRQDFWLYLWLHV
ܻࡣྣΔཊଉɻʶઍཊʥ
Δཊઠө৽ݠ
3DUWLFLSDWHLQGHPLQLQJDFWLYLWLHV
ၤઍཊ৽ݠ
9LVLWWHPSOHᄢΧ
6UD\DQJ÷.DPSRQJ7KRP3URYLQFH
6UD\DQJ÷ᆡޘ

-XO\6DWXUGD\
ȼ˂ɀɊɍˀܱ౨ʒ
.DPSRQJ7KRP3URYLQFH÷3KQRP3HQKᆡټ÷ޘᖾ
9LVLW)ULHQGVYRFDWLRQDOWUDLQLQJFHQWUHIRUVWUHHWFKLOGUHQ
)ULHQGVݯഷ೧Ϥஉؿᓻพফᆻɻʶ
9LVLW<RXWK79%XUHDXSURMHFWDW6XSSRUW&KLOGUHQDQG<RXQJ3HRSOHRIILFH
ԫ೧ၤڇʭαೕࢄི߮ɻʶɾཋ഼ႇА۩
3KQRP3HQK÷+RQJ.RQJټᖾ÷ࠗಋ
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Issue 1: Landmine
Introduction of the Cambodia Mine Action Centre (CMAC )
CMAC is one of the biggest mine clearance organization in Cambodia. Not only do they operate clearance activities but also
other services such as mine risk education.

Mine Risk Education
When we arrived at CMAC centre, around 200 people were attending lessons by the Mobile Awareness Team (MAT).
Targeting people at risk in mine contaminated areas and uneducated children, they conduct 3 to 4 hour presentation once every
day and night, using a TV and a projector to attract as many attendees as possible. Surprisingly, about 1000 people attended
the night session although it took place at an open sandy area. Not only do these video presentations teach people how to avoid
landmines, the extensive question and answer sessions also allow any enquiries that they might have. This kind of interactive
education is indeed meaningful because listeners can often obtain useful knowledge of landmines and the danger associated
with them.

Current situation of mines
From 1992 till 2004, 1.6 million landmines and unexploded ordnance (UXO) have been located and destroyed. However, about
4 to 6 million landmines still remain buried in Cambodia, mostly in the Northern and the Western areas. The process of de-mining
requires a considerable period of time. UNICEF officials estimated that it could take 100 years to clear all Cambodian mines.

Process of De-mining
At the end of a typical working day, CMAC staff members will manually remove all mines found in a remote place once they
identify that the mines are movable. These are put into a rectangular area dug into the ground and are covered with sand bags
to prevent them from exploding upwards. Using a lengthy wire device, the mines are detonated. However, if immovable mines
are encountered, deminers would destroy them on the spot.
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ਿᕀȹiΔཊ
ܻࡣྣΔཊଉɻʶ&DPERGLD0LQH$FWLRQ&HQWUHc&0$&ᓯʍ
ܻࡣྣΔཊଉɻʶ&0$&ܻܰࡣྣԯɻȹɣؿΔཊזዀ࿚eȿזΔཊ˞̔cˢࠨᑹผొ
ԜτᗐΔཊዀؿઠөe

Δཊዀઠө
҈ࠨԷ༠ܻࡣྣΔཊଉɻʶ࠰ࣂؿcᜮȿτɀϛϽҦ̵̳Εၤͅ৽ݚᘬᘨۧඨɩඅ
0RELOH$ZDUHQHVV7HDP0$7ᐾፒؿᇾਦeˢࠨྦྷ߬˚ؿോܰֈϾΕՇΔཊᄧᚊΔؿҦ̵ʥ̖ነԫ
೧eɮАɁࡗԚ͂ཋ഼ዀʥҙࢂኂ൬Ϸɍϭ̒ɩࣂؿʃ৽βᑟc˞мʵҦ̵ၤe˥Ɂࠤঢ়ጙܰؿcᒖಳ
ઠነΔᒨ̋ܰȹҳΔcʋτɐɝؿҦ̵˱યංᇾਦeᅚؿઠөྦྷΔɁԞ႓ܰڈτ෮ຮؿc༦ᅚ
ؿઠөcˢࠨॶਪነԷ۾ΛΔཊʥԯ፮كؿᖫcϤᑷЛభჱೕ́e

Δཊଊؗ
ͅȹȾȾɀαԷɀཌྷཌྷ̒αcܻࡣྣΔཊଉɻʶɰೕଊԎ࿉าȿȹϛʒɊຒؿΔཊʥ̰ʵᕶኂeಳ
Ϥcϭʌᑹτ̒ϭʒϛຒؿΔཊࡤΕܻࡣྣؿɠΔɎe࣓ኣᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผΕܻࡣྣؿᓻࡗЅ߮cΣᘗ
ᙩԚ͂ိזΔཊؿʿؒcˢࠨੀผ߬ɣȹϛαࣂؿං˾ѧͲֺזτܻࡣྣྊʑؿΔཊe

Δཊזೡѵ
ೕଊΔཊ܃cܻࡣྣΔཊଉɻʶؿɮАɁࡗͱಡΔཊܰЯ˿ଫ৽ؿeɾ܃cˢࠨͱੀɺ˿ଫ৽ؿΔཊ
గΔʵᕶhϤ˿ଫ৽ؿΔཊڬผΕҰʨˀໃکνඑԎจଫϭՇઁԹΔਂcඑכ؋ɠɻ͂АνඑΔཊؿଝɥ
ʑcʹ͂ᅕҳ˳ၰടଝ˞ԉ˅Δཊᕶࣂݴᄦˮːh܃С͂ȹᇃ༏ສੀΔཊʵᕶe
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Problems of deminers
We were privileged to be allowed the opportunity to follow the CMAC officers around a real de-mining site. The field staff (deminers)
are less educated but they are prepared to put their lives at immense risk for a mere US$160 a month. Their protective equipments
are clearly insufficient for their needs, as they are dealing with actual landmines and UXO used in war. They are facing genuine
danger and there is noway of escaping while tampering with the landmines. If they suffer from any injuries at work, they may be
entitled to a one-off compensation of US$3000 - and only if they are able to prove that they have indeed followed all safety rules.

Veterans International Physical Rehabilitation Centre (VIC)
We visited the Veterans International Physical Rehabilitation Centre (VIC) at Kien Klaing, a program launched by Vietnam
Veterans of America Foundation (VVAF) in Cambodia since 1991. The goal of this program is to increase the capacity of Persons
with Disabilities (PWDs) to pursue a fulfilling life. All the services provided are free of charge for both poor and rich. However,
as the total annual cost for running the centre is over US$351,722, donations play a very important role in the program. This
project is funded by various donors, including UNICEF, USAID, AusAID and VVAF.
The majority of adult patients are victims of war and landmines while underage patients are mostly affected by diseases. The
centre provides services to the PWDs: 1) centre care, 2) accommodation for patients and family, 3) referrals and, 4) community
follow-up. It provides prosthetics making and fitting services, medical treatments, surgeries, orthotics and physiotherapy to the
patients. During treatment, all patients and their family members are allowed to stay in the dormitory and are given 3 meals a
day. In some cases if the patients cannot be fully examined or cured in the centre, they will be referred to Kantha Bapha hospital.
There will be staff visiting the patients at home to make sure that the devices they use are functioning and to collect information
on their living conditions. In addition, the centre will also integrate suitable schooling for disabled children and provide money
for the families to sustain their own living. It is a comprehensive rehabilitation centre for the PWDs.
However, the goal mentioned is only partly fulfilled. Although many benefited families have already attained higher capacity to
fulfill their life activities, many PWDs still remain to be helped. “The centre can only handle 10 patients a day due to the limited
funding.” “Funding is needed to get more and more PWDs benefited,” said the staff in the rehabilitation center.
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ઍཊɮɁਐᕀ
߲ஐઍཊؿɮАɁࡗҰʨΕ།ϋुฉc˿ܰˢࠨҰ˂ؿᑀټɣ̋τʏeˢࠨړؿᙶϸרɊʗᓯ
ࠊcԎɺӷ˞˥ˢࠨᔴ́՜፮eΐݯˢࠨҰʨ߬ࠍྦྷؿcԎɺܰཋᄧɻݴؿᄦcϤܰभ̳ΕኝجɻԚ͂ؿ
ኂeΣˢࠨभؿɺ֗ΔΐɮՇඬcኒߎ̷ɔඬ಄cˢࠨ̋ผᏵʏؿȹωֲላeߗˢࠨೕଊ
ΐݯӀτፓΨזΔཊؿΪͲೡѵϤՇඬcڬɺผᏵላe

ܻࡣྣਝঽ͢߶Ɂི߮
ΕϷೡؿɍʨc҈ࠨȿϽכ.LHQ.ODLQJྣࡣܻؿਝঽ͢߶Ɂనɻʶ9HWHUDQV,QWHUQDWLRQDO
3K\VLFDO5HKDELOLWDWLRQ&HQWUH9,&eི߮ܰͅ൙ڲঽ͢߶Ɂਝਥټ9LHWQDP9HWHUDQVRI
$PHULFD)RXQGDWLRQ99$)כȹȾȾȹαնઐϷؿe͌ొܰؿঢ়ඬ಄ɁɡʥԯࡼɁॶݠ́ؿɈeɻʶʑొ
Ԝֺؿτ৻רܰЛؿeͅכనɻʶȹαؿᐢʻঢ়༠ʏcࢶಁྦྷכɻʶڈࠇ߬cʻܛ
ི߮ࢶؿಁّ˳ܢᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผd86$,'d$XV$,'99$)೩e
ԷɻʶұХؿɁτ۾ΛcɻɣͫؿιαɁܰኝجʥΔཊؿՇࡻّcϤԷؿԫ೧ڬɣΛՇԷझञؿᄧ
ᚊeɻʶొԜܢ˳৻רؿiɻʶޜᙶcञɁʥԯࡼɁؿϾ਼৻רcᔝʍ৻רc།൬৻רeనɻ
ʶᑹผݯττɁˡႇʥΪຮٔd൬Ϸᖞذʥʹ؝ᏻᐄ̳˞ʥذଉ؝ᏻ೩৻רeగൈ౨ංcञɁʥԯ
ࡼᙔ˿˞ϾΕɻʶ਼ؿٞʑcϤɻʶ͛ผొԜҰˀؿඝࠕeϭכԅԒੱˈؗ༖ᗲࠇؿञɁcڬผᔝʍԷ.DQWKD
%DSKDᔢeɮАɁࡗผց౨ԷञɁࡼؿᏎ
݅ԯֺτშኂܰЯ̳༜АcԎȿˢࠨ́ؿ
ؗرݠeɻʶᑹผᔝʍඬ಄ԫ೧ɃነઅՇઠ
өdొԜټ፠Хʀԯࡼc˞ၐݠ́ܛeྦྷ
כτ߬ؿɁˡϤӰcɻʶֺొԜؿ৻רؿᆢ
૪ၰȿˢࠨɣֺͫݠ́ؿe
ಳϤcనɻʶؿ͌ؿᑹ̋ܰ༠Էȿȹͫe
Շయؿࡼؿᆢɰι˲Δҝഁȿˢࠨ́ؿ
ݠc˿ܰᑹτ۾Λτ߬ؿɁɡᑹ̰τዀผઅ
Շ؝ᏻeɻʶؿɮАɁࡗ႓i҈ࠨؿɻʶҰ
ˀ̋ॶ୮ଉɊ࣐eݯȿ˥ҡΛؿɁՇయc
ѴશΈ˞˿ވᘗᙩࢶಁʥʻࠨ҈ܛི߮e
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Issue 2: Education
Pre-school at Chong Dong Commune
The Cambodian government is now advocating the need of providing proper education for children. With cooperative efforts
from many Non Governmental Organisations (NGOs), community pre-schools (similar to Hong Kong kindergartens) have been
established. The aim of establishing a pre-school system is to improve early childhood care and development in communities.
Children aged three to five will join these pre-school classes. According to statistics given out by UNICEF Cambodia, 91
classes are operating, with 2,022 children (including 1,082 girls) attending. However, many Cambodian children do not benefit
from this project due to a lack of funding.
UNICEF and the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports are working hard to establish more preschools in different provinces
in Cambodia. They estimate that attendance figures will increase from the current 20% to 50% by 2010. Though the facilities of
classes are simple, children learn Khmer (the official Cambodian language), draw pictures, dance and sing.

Acha Lark Child Friendly School
We travelled to Kampong Thom province to visit a “Child Friendly” primary school supported by UNICEF. With assistance from
UNICEF, students are able to have simple but adequate learning facilities.
After that, we played a range of games with the students there. We also taught them simple English and had a cultural exchange
activity. In the end, the students showed us a traditional Cambodian dance and we sang our national anthem to demonstrate
our respect and gratitude. We indeed had a great time together.

Vocational Training of Street Children
The problem of street children is very acute in Cambodia. There are 20,000 street children in Phnom Penh and most of them
earn a living by shoe polishing and scavenging. Street children can be divided into 3 categories: street living, street working,
and street family.
We visited Friends Vocational Training Centre, a branch of Mith Samlanh. It currently provides vocational trainings such as
cooking, hairdressing, electronics, and manicure for around 300 teenagers in Phnom Penh. Besides the vocational training centre,
Mith Samlanh, which is a programme for street children, their families and their community, also has outreach programmes with
services including non-formal education, counseling and other training on basic survival skills for children living on the street.
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ਿᕀɀiઠө
ነکઠө&KRQJ'RQJ&RPPXQH
Εܻࡣྣ֚ܧɺᒾΉʔଠઐᄤᜑԫ೧અՇሬؿሬᙍઠөؿࢠeτፆਝʑ̔ҁᗙୂᓱؿАcਂمነک
ઠөɰٶכαઐϷc͌ؿҝഁξ౨ؿԫ೧๑ᚋ৻רeԯ˚߬ྦྷ৻רؿോݯɍϭʄัؿԫ೧eଊࣂͳτઠө
ऒ̳ΕਝʑਨϷcɻτΊɩ೧˳ܢΊɤ೧ɐᇾe˿ੴ༅ॠ˜cʋτ۾Λԫ೧̰ॶՇయe
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผʥܻࡣྣؿ֚ܧઠөdڇαʥөອ0LQLVWU\RI(GXFDWLRQ<RXWKDQG6SRUWV̳ᙙʹכ
ɺͫޘι͓ነکઠөऒeˢࠨѴશઠөऒؿԫ೧ɁɟᔍၰଅผͅଊࣂؿϛʗɾɀɊొʠϭɀཌྷȹཌྷαؿϛʗ
ɾʄɊeᒖಳऒɐஉܪᓯ௰cЎԎಲฌԫ೧ነୌؿҺʶeˢࠨነୌܻࡣྣႍdᖒೋd༐ၦd೩e

ɩነ$FKD/DUN6FKRRO
҈ࠨԷ.DPSRQJ7KRPޘͅᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผ༅ХؿɩነeΕᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿʻܛɎcነ࣎உܪֆ့
ѧഁe҈ࠨઠˢࠨȹԒᓯ௰ߜؿႍ൬Ϸʼʝ͚৽ݠݚe܃cነ́ઠኒ҈ࠨ༐ඨܻࡣྣၦᑰcʥΪખȿ
၀ٲؿcϤ҈ࠨ͛ȿɻਝؿਝ˞ٲᑢ෮cɣࡼԷᅥϤѿٵe

ഷ೧ؿᓻพফ
ഷ೧ܻܰࡣྣ̊ȹᗲࠇਐᕀe௰Εټᖾcഷ೧ᅕ͌ɰ൚༦cˢࠨɣΛ˞Ꮒܣၐ߮́ܛeഷ೧ɣ
ߎ˿ʗɍᗘiΕഷɐዟֈؿdΕഷɐɮАؿၤࡼɁȹϾΕഷɐؿe
҈ࠨȿᒕᙔכ0LWK6DPODQK)ؿULHQGVᓻพফᆻɻʶc̚ଊࣂݯɣΊټכᖾڇؿαొԜᓻพফᆻΣ
කdଉቡdཋɥd࠳͆೩ᓻพফᆻeȿᓻพফᆻɻʶ̔cਿݯഷ೧ࠇҙمผϤஉؿ0LWK6DPODQK͛τݯ
ϾΕഷɐؿഷ೧ొԜ̔ࢄ৻רc˳ܢᚾᄘফᆻdੱၑႤኒʥԯˢұ́Ҍॶؿফᆻe
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Issue 3: Health-related projects
Immunization Programme
We will never forget how shocked we were when we realized what a dark future the Cambodian public health system has. This
land has long been tortured by HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, as well as the backwardness of government policies. The limited number
of hospitals is not able to meet the enormous demand for health care services. However, this field trip has granted us the
opportunity of viewing a positive side of the nation. With the aid of UNICEF and other NGOs, the Cambodian Ministry of Health
operates a National Immunization Programme providing vaccinations for infants. In recent years, Hepatitis B vaccines have
also been included and more than 90% of infants below the age of one benefit from this programme. In hope of popularizing
this programme, it is currently carried out in big villages. At the same time, a USG Equity Fund targeting the grass roots is
gradually attaining maturity.

HIV/AIDS
The problem of HIV/AIDS is quite serious in Cambodia. Its existence mainly stems from the country’s active and widespread sex
industry, alongside with the sex workers’ inadequate knowledge of sexually transmitted diseases. Many might think that being
a poverty-stricken developing country, Cambodia turns a blind eye to the problem of HIV/AIDS. Conversely, the government
appears to be facing this problem head-on and is trying to improve the situation and with some degree of success over recent
years. While preventing HIV/AIDS through offering voluntary counseling and testing services and carrying out schemes for the
prevention of mother-to-child transmission, the government also assists orphans and infected individuals to reintegrate into
society. Moreover, the government has set up several organizations to spread HIV/AIDS-related messages. In this trip, we are
honoured to meet three of them – the Inthanou Association, Cambodian Youth Development (CYD) and Youth Friendly Clinic.
The Inthanou Association was founded by the government, UNICEF and
Mobitel, a local charity, aiming to provide channels for the public to
learn more about HIV/AIDS. It is the only HIV/AIDS hotline centre in the
nation free of charge. Not only does it offer its clients counseling and
psychological support, but also delivers HIV/AIDS-related messages to
the public through media.
The CYD is an NGO fully sponsored by UNICEF. There are about 150
peer educators in the centre, whose major task is to organize activities
like youth camps, concerts and forums, with HIV/AIDS prevention as
their main focus. They were very enthusiastic and welcoming – not only
did they introduce us to their work, but they also prepared a series of
performances for us.
The Youth Friendly Clinic was set up by the Reproductive Health
Association in Cambodia (RHAC). It aims to provide youngsters
with HIV/AIDS tests, vasectomies, premarital counseling, education on
contraception, pre-abortion counseling and other services of the sort. At
present, there are seven clinics located in six provinces that serve the
young population. At the top of each clinic, there is a youth centre, with
a library and a counseling room. Many youngsters are attracted to these
facilities and they pay regular visits to the clinic.
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ਿᕀɍiᔢᏻړ৪ඖ͌
ԉދ؇ࢂ
҈ࠨɺผѿতೕଊܻࡣྣబͻؿʔͳᇯ́ੱؿࣂؗቊiːɠΔΛαԞՇടෲಥञdْ࣏ؿፊᝁcܧ೪ໃ
ؿ܃ᄧᚊᔢɺӷؿшeಳϤcωϣྦ྆˥҈ࠨޜԷΔዶรؿȹࠍcܻࡣྣᇯ́ອΕᐲਝԫ೧ਥټ
ผʥԯˢؿҁᗙୂᓱᎳХɎcݯȹั˞ɎؿᎩԫొԜߛދ؇ࢂcٶαҡᄈȺێӥߛދؿاcՇయᎩԫЌᙍ
ᎩԫȾιΛeི߮˚߬ΕȹԒɣҦໃઐϷcѴશॶਪԚɾౝʥʝeࣂȹࡨݯউ࣓ආᄙϤஉؿञɁݛൎ৻ר
͛൙ᑭιᆃe

ෲಥञ
ͅכਝֲϷพɊʗᇠگcֲɮАّ֡֡ΐॠ˜ӷਪֲؿञكᖫϤܷञcֺ˞ܻࡣྣؿෲಥञਐᕀˈ༖ᗲࠇe
ஈΛɁผႏݯΣϊໃؿ܃ਝࡼྦྷכෲಥञؿਐᕀగ̋ผສɾɺଉdɺၘɺਐh˿ܰࡄ̝ޚʦcΔݯ֚ܧȿዶ
ร഼̳ਐᕀcઐˮȹӡͶܧؿ೪cԚੱٶؗατֺҝഁeܧ೪ȹʿࠍ༦ϬᗙઅՇႤኒᏎʥԉ˅̴Ꭹඨܷ
೩ི߮˾དԉෲಥञhȹʿࠍొԜХʀՇܷɁɡΐञ̖˾ϭጱؿվԫcԚˢࠨॶጪɃمผeࣂcਝʑ
͛τΛୂᓱઐᄤʿࠍكؿᖫcΕωϣྦ྆҈ࠨτ֗ȿԯɻɍτᗐୂᓱc˳ܢ,QWKDQRX$VVRFLDWLRQc
&DPERGLD<RXWK'HYHORSPHQW&<'<RXWK)ULHQGO\&OLQLFe
,QWKDQRX$VVRFLDWLRQܻܰͅࡣྣ֚ܧdᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผʥΔ̊ȹ෯ഁୂᓱ0RELWHOᐲʹஉ͓cοΕᜑɣଠ
༦ཋ݅τᗐෲಥञؿ༅eܰ̚ͲਝȹؿෲಥञᆅᇃپcొԜЛ݅ᆅᇃcݯτ߬ɁˡొԜʶ
ଉႤኒʥ༦ɺఌʍΉ̵̟ొԜෲಥञ༅e
&<'ܰȹͅᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผͲᅕ༅Хୂ֚ܧڈؿᓱcɻʶɣτϽשሦႤኒࡗcˢࠨ߬˚ؿɮАܰᐾ
ፒ˞ෲಥञ˚ݯᕀ৽ݠؿcΣڇαᏪdࠑᅥผdሃኋ೩cۧདԉෲಥञؿࢠe
<RXWK)ULHQGO\&OLQLFܰͅ5HSURGXFWLYH+HDOWK$VVRFLDWLRQLQ&DPERGLD5+$&ι͓ؿc˚߬͌ڇݯܰؿ
αɁొԜෲಥञಡd଼ʹdکႤኒdᑷ̙ʿؒdᄋߊؿکႤኒ೩cଊࣂͳτȼංൈֺכʒڇݯޘα
ɁొԜ৻רeൈֺؿᄙܰڇαɻʶcʑτ྇࣊ᎂdႤኒ۩೩eஉܪмʵȿɺʭڇʭαց౨Էe
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Field Visit to Shaanxi
Ϲϣྦ྆Ϸೡ

$XJXVW0RQGD\Ʉ˂Ɋʄˀܱ౨ȹ
+RQJ.RQJ÷6KDDQ[L7RQJ&KXDQ&LW\<LQWDL'LVWULFW
ࠗಋ÷ϹޘႻɭ̟Ϳၣਂ
'LQHZLWK<LQWDL'LVWULFW3HRSOH V*RYHUQPHQW2IILFLDOVDW<LQWDL%XVLQHVV+RWHO
Ϳכၣਂਆ৻ৈ֙ၤͿၣਂɁ̵֚ܧւࡗયࡽ

$XJXVW7XHVGD\
Ʉ˂Ɋʒˀܱ౨ɀ
$WWHQGDEULHILQJVHVVLRQRQWKH
LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIWKH/RFDO3ODQQLQJ
DQG$FWLRQIRU&KLOGUHQ /3$&
3URJUDPPHDW7RQJFKXDQ&LW\
ၤᚭٴშβcԎȿஔшΔਂԫ೧
ஃིၤೕࢄඖ͌כႻɭ̟Ϳၣਂྡྷؿ
ؗੱܪ
9LVLW-LQVXRJXDQ7RZQ&KHQMLDVKDQ
9LOODJHWRDWWHQGWKH/3$&3URJUDPPH
WUDLQLQJOHVVRQLQ&KHQMLDVKDQ3ULPDU\
6FKRRO
ټ֡کᔧᗐᔪஹࡼɬҦȿஔшΔਂ
ԫ೧ஃིၤೕࢄඖ͌ʸԎၤכஹࡼ
ɬɩነᐾϷؿඖ͌́ଐҌॶফ

$XJXVW:HGQHVGD\
Ʉ˂Ɋȼˀܱ౨ɍ
9LVLW-LQVXRJXDQ7RZQ/LXOLQJRX9LOODJH&OLQLFDQG-LQVXRJXDQ+RVSLWDO
ᜮټᔧᗐᔪ݉׳Ҧᔢ৻۩ʥټᔧᗐᔪᇯ́
'LQHZLWKWKH/3$&3URJUDPPHFOLHQWVDQGGRLQJILHOGZRUN
Էඖ͌ਯɤࡼɻ৽ʹԾ༛ࡼඛcԎԾХ෦༛ݠc˞ȿඖ͌ਯɤ
ࡼ́ؗੱݠ
&XOWXUDO([FKDQJHZLWKVWXGHQWVRI7DLVKDQ0LGGOH6FKRRO6SHQGD
QLJKWDWWKHVFKRRO VGRUPLWRU\WRH[SHULHQFH6KDDQ[LVWXGHQWV VFKRROOLIH
ၤ࣮ɬɻነነ͚́ݚcԎɃϾ࣮ɬɻነc༛Ҧነ́ݠ්́࣎ؿ
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- Itinerary

$XJXVW7KXUVGD\Ʉ˂ɊɄˀܱ౨̒
9LVLW<DR]KRX.LOQV0XVHXPᜮᘚήᆮذᎂ
9LVLWFDYHGZHOOLQJVDQGIDPLOLHVLQ&KHQOX7RZQDQGSRWWHU\PDNLQJ
֡کɻਝᘚ̀ᔪĶஹᘅᔪcᜮᆮݞc̀ᔪࡼʸԎ৽ʹ২

$XJXVW)ULGD\Ʉ˂ɊȾˀܱ౨ʄ
6LJKWVHHLQJDW4LQ%LQJPD\RQJDQG;LDQ&LW\:DOO
ᜮМڑذᎂʥϹΪ̀ےᏳ
'LQHZLWK6KDDQ[L'2)&202IILFLDOV
ၤϹޘਆ৻ᜨւࡗયࡽ


$XJXVW6DWXUGD\
Ʉ˂ɀɊˀܱ౨ʒ
;LDQ÷+RQJ.RQJ
ϹΪ÷ࠗಋ
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Local Planning
and Action for
Children (LPAC)
Economic reforms in China have lifted an
estimated 200 million people above the poverty
line, but millions more remain below the World
Bank-defined level of poverty of US $1 per day.
Thus, following the success of the Social Development Programme for Poor Areas (SPPA), UNICEF launched its second
micro-credit programme, Local Planning and Action for Children (LPAC), in 2001.
The programme is child-centered with a poverty alleviation focus and has as an objective of the empowerment of women in poor
areas so as to enable them to lift themselves from poverty and improve their capacity to meet their children’s needs. The LPAC
programme provides micro-credit loans, training on key health, nutrition issues and production techniques to poor women to
improve household income of participating families by reducing seasonal fluctuations and improving the status and confidence
of women and girls. It promotes organization building in which women actively participates in training activities in both large and
small groups, exchange experiences and support one another within groups. Also, the programme enhances the awareness
on child and woman protection through organizing trainings. More girls are provided chances to go to schools.
Under the support of UNICEF China, Ministry of Commerce and local governments, the LPAC programme has now been
implemented in 34 poor countries of 11 provinces in central and western China. It has been a success in nearly every regard,
and has considerably benefited the lives of many people in rural areas.
After a series of training sessions, participants are given a RMB 1000 loan for the first year. If they manage to return this, they
are given a RMB 1500 loan for the second year and a RMB 2000 loan for the third year. Its reimbursement period is one year.
By 2005, the combined programmes has reached over 50,000 women with small loans in excess of US $8 million. Over 5,000
small lending groups have been created to self-manage credit operations and over 100,000 women have been trained on
techniques of agriculture, animal husbandry, and other income-generating skills. In addition, school scholarships have been
provided to 2,200 female dropouts in Gansu, Sichuan, Henan, and Yunnan Provinces. Now, 34% of households indicated they
had improved their sanitation facilities since.
For example, the LPAC programme has been introduced into Chenjiashan Village and Liulingou Village we visited in this trip
since 2003. Until now, a total of RMB 110,000 and 75,000 was loaned respectively. There are a total of 65 and 53 women
involved in the project in two villages, forming 3 and 2 big groups and 8 and 6 small groups respectively. The 3-year
implementation of the LPAC programme has been increasing the annual income of the women by RMB 300-500 and 400
respectively. The programme assists the construction of the village washrooms and helps boost the development of rearing
and farming industries in the village. As a result, the living conditions of the women and children there have been greatly
improved. Therefore, your support to the work of UNICEF in poor areas is very important.
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ஔшΔਂԫ೧ஃིၤೕࢄඖ͌
ɻਝᏜٶα҄ᔝێc˥ͲਝɀყɁɟ̡ˋݠ́ؿ˞ొঢ়eಳϤcʋτɝɝຒຒؿɁɟܰݠΕ˖ވႺϷ
ֺԹցؿஔᆯᇃ˞ɎcЩҰʨνɃʭכʏe
ΐϊcᘗஔшΔਂمผೕࢄඖ͌6RFLDO'HYHORSPHQW3URJUDPPHIRU3RRU$UHDV633$܃cᐲਝ
ԫ೧ਥټผכɀཌྷཌྷȹαΕʑΔஔшΔਂઐϷ̊ȹɩᔾ൘ಁི߮zஔшΔਂԫ೧ஃིၤೕࢄඖ͌/RFDO
3ODQQLQJDQG$FWLRQIRU&KLOGUHQcᓯီ/3$&ඖ͌eඖ͌ܰ˞ԫ೧ݯɻʶؿҍஔඖ͌cඖ͌͌ؿᅟܰ༦
ొঢ়ஔшΔਂਯɤॶؿɈc༠ԷಕʭஔшcԚԫ೧Շऩeඖ͌ɻcΉஔшਯɤೕיɩᔾ൘ಁcಳ܃Ήࠨ
ඨ˞ਯɤԫ೧ݯɻʶؿஔ೪ć՜كᖫ́ଐҌcҝഁࠨݠ́ؿcᎳХࠨ͓ۺϬڌၤϬకe/3$&
ඖ͌ኒݯ৽ݠਂم˞ܰؿਥᓣcᎳХਯɤɁʥਯɤɩୂᄈੜҺ೪ॶɈcԚࠨొঢ়́ݠҌॶcᄈ˱ᇯ́ʥ
৪كᖫcҝᛰˀ́ݠᇯ́ړ৪ୌྻcొঢ়ࠨ̡ˋݠ́ؿeࣂc༦ফcϤొঢ়༛Ҧړᙶਯɤԫ
೧ؿ෮ᖫcಕГΔஔшΔਂɤ೧̖ነؗੱؿe
Εᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผɻਝፒԑ୮cɻജɁ̵ͳਝਆ৻cʥΔͲؿ֚ܧɈʻܛɎc/3$&ඖ͌˞Εɻ
ਝɻϹɊȹޘʗؿɍɊ̒ጊСઐϷcԚʑΔஔш༛Ҧ̡́ˋݠ˞ొঢ়cᔴஔᆯe
༦ȹடϻؿফᆻᇾਦ܃cࠖω͇ᇼ൘ಁؿਯɤ˿ᏵೕיʏɁ̵ྫྷcȹαʑߗॶᑹಁඖc˿Ᏽɀω൘
ಁcټᔾݯʏɁ̵ྫྷcϭɍαcਯɤ˿ʹᏵೕיʏɁ̵ྫྷ൘ಁcᑹಁ౨͛ݯȹαeϭɀཌྷཌྷʄαc
/3$&ඖ͌ɰι˲ೕי൘ಁʀʄຒΊਯɤcᐢټᔾ൚༦ຒʏeଊࣂɰؿ͓ۺਯɤɩୂ༩c൚༦Ɋ
ຒਯɤઅՇቔಅফᆻdҌফʥԯˢᄈ˱νɃؿҌॶফe̊̔cҡτΊῈആd̒ɭd،ڲʥඔڲ
ؿɤ೧ᏵཕೕᆉነټԷነ࣎ʠነeଊࣂcϛʗɾɍɊ̒ؿඖ͌ਯɤࡼؿᇯ́உܪτᛷടؿҝഁcࠨҝഁᇯ
́உؿܪ෮ᖫ͛τֺొʠe
Σ҈ࠨʌωؿϹͿޘၣਂټᔧᗐᔪஹࡼɬҦʥ݉׳Ҧcɖܰכɀཌྷཌྷɍαնྡྷܪ/3$&ඖ͌cඖ͌
ʗПΉԭҦೕڌי൘༅ټຒʥຒʏɁ̵ྫྷcඖ͌ਯɤʗПݯʒɊʄʥʄɊɍɁcʗПୂۺਯɤɣୂɍʥ
ԭcɩୂɄʥʒeΕ/3$&ඖ͌ྡྷؿܪɍαԞcʗПݯඖ͌ਯɤҰα̡яᄈ˱νɃʥʏɁ̵
ྫྷeඖ͌ԾХ࠳ۺᇯ́؏ࣩణֺc৽ȿΔቔಅdိ౺พؿೕࢄc˥ஔшਯɤdԫ೧́ؿΦؗر́ͧૈݠ
Էรɣؿҝഁeͅϊ˿Ӯcɣࡼؿʻྦྷܛᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿɮАɊʗࠇ߬e̋τБࠨؿʻܛɷ˿ᘗᙩ˥ҡ
ΛஔшΔਂؿ༛Ҧֈ̵ԷᎳХe
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The LPAC training programme:
To get loans and better use them, the LPAC programme participants need to attend a series of training on health care and
productivity techniques. The contents are as follows:
1. Hygiene and health care education: It emphasizes personal and household hygiene practices like the adoption and use of
sanitary latrines and soap. It also focuses on “Fact for Life”- child care practices and nutrition knowledge like iodine
deficiency and treatment of children’s diarrhea.
2. Production skills training: It teaches farmers how to improve income generation in rural areas, with training typically centering
on agriculture and animal husbandry.
During our visit, the women aged between 20 to 40 were attending training in Chenjiashan Primary School in Chenjiashan
Village. They were learning something about animal husbandry, like the epidemic prevention on livestock and how to differentiate
fake medicines. The women proactively asked questions and made good responses the interactive lessons.

The way LPAC programme receivers
make use of the loans and changes on lives
Loans of limited amount cannot be used in large-scale developments. Therefore, most people only use the loans for pasturing
and farming. Some people might spend them on improving their living environment, e.g. setting up a toilet. Through the LPAC
programme, they receive higher incomes, thus people’s lives have improved and the next generation can have higher chances
to receive education.
Case A: Jia Shengli, a farmer and a father of two sons, is a high school graduate living in Chenjiashan Village. His wife has
joined the LPAC programme since 2001. Before his wife joining the programme, the living and hygiene conditions were far from
satisfactory, his yearly income was as low as RMB 1000, and he earned his living by growing maize, wheat and apples. However,
with the help of the programme, apart from merely growing crops for a living, his wife is also able to rear poultry. The faeces of
cow and sheep can be used as fertilizers, pesticides and fuel. Through the trading of agricultural products and animals, his wife
is able to bring is more than three times of the income he used to make, and now Jia Shengli and his wife really want to support
his sons to get into a university in town so that they could have a better life.
Case B: Guo xiaofong and her family live in Liulinguo Village. Since they do not have clean water supply, they need to walk a
long way to get 6 buckets of water for daily use and for about half an hour to a place where they can wash their bodies. This
causes great inconvenience. Guo xiaofong has been joining the LPAC programme since 2003. The first loan was RMB 1,000
and the second was RMB 1,500. After several trainings, she used the loans to buy pigs and chickens. By selling the pigs, they
now can earn an extra income of RMB 900. Also, she
has learnt the skills of growing vegetables. She is
now able to sell vegetables to increase the family’s
income. Compared to the past when the whole family
relied on the income made by her husband through
riding tricycle, the life of her family has thus improved
a lot. Guo xiaofong wants to continue joining the
LPAC programme and its training programmes to
further learn more income-generating skills and
knowledge. She is eager to let her daughter continue
her education, get into a university, and pursue her
dream to become a teacher.
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/3$&ඖ͌ফᇾೡi
/3$&ඖ͌ਯɤΕᏵೕ൘ಁᔾɾکc̦ͱઅՇȹடϻτᗐ́՜كᖫؿফcΉࠨඨ৪dᏪቔdᇯ́ك
ᖫ́ଐҌcΡᜑࠨॶഁ͂൘ಁc˞͓ۺϬɯؿԑพԞၐ߮́ܛc˞Ɏݯফᇾೡؿʑࢀi
ᇯ́ʥ৪ઠөi˱ੜɁʥࡼֈᇯ́cΣԚ͂ᇯ́ංʥٓӚ೩e̊̔cඖ͌͛ݯਯɤొԜ́՜كᖫ
 ফcᜑࠨነԷ๑ᚋԫ೧dᏪቔ৪كᖫcΣԚ͂ຈᜤʥነผ୮ଉԫ೧ຼᓌ೩e
́ଐҌॶফiΉਯɤඨͱ൬ိؿ౺ʥབྷቔҌcԎΪખᜮޚᗐࢄؿᙴผʥผᘪcొʠࠨॶؿɈc
 ᄈ˱ࡼνɃe
ܰωϣྦ྆҈ࠨᜮؿȹ/3$&ඖ͌ؿফᇾೡcܰΕஹࡼɬҦஹࡼɬɩነʑᐾϷcྦྷോݯɣɀɊϭ̒Ɋ
ัؿਯɤɤۦc˚߬ઠኒਯɤचؿدᖫcΣሊ˒ԉكދᖫcΣЄʗፑᖞ೩eᇾਦ˚߬˞ʃ৽ྦྷ೮Ѽβ൬
Ϸcਯɤ˚৽ొਐcʦᎶɊʗᆅईe

/3$&ඖ͌ʸΣЄ༜͂൘ಁʥԯ́ݠҝᛰi
ͅכ/3$&ඖ͌ؿ൘ಁᅕ͌τࠉcɺॶ༜͂כɣێೕࢄɐeΐϊcȹঁඖ͌ʸผ͂כचدʥိ౺ɐcΣൕຓ
चʥ༛̈́೩h̊̔c͛τඖ͌ʸผੀ൘ಁ͂Εҝഁ́ݠྊɐcΣۺణֺ೩eౝ༧ඖ͌ʸݠ́ؿτעᛷؿ
ҝഁcȿɁяνɃɐʠcҝഁࡼؗرʥ́ݠྊ˞̔cҡ˥ˢࠨؿɎȹˤᏵҡΛઅՇઠөؿዀผe
࣐ȹi༆Сc̒Ɋัcঢ়ɻઠөೡ۹cכஹࡼɬҦ˞ိ♢́ݯcөτԭɥeˢؿծɥכɀཌྷཌྷȹα˱ඖ
͌eΕˢؿծɥ̰˱ඖ͌˞کcࡼɻྊʥᇯ́ؗر༖cαяνɃɣ̋τʏɁ̵ྫྷc̋ॶቌိ౺
̽ϝcɩோᘢ́ݯeଊࣂcȿိΔ˞̔cԯծɥ͛τབྷቔ˒ʥϠcϤ˒Ϡؿᐖ˿͛ڏАٓࢿdᔋᖞʥ
́ଐ؏ࣩАዝࢿe༆ࡼ༦ိ♢ʥሒ˒ϠcଊࣂؿαяνɃᄈ˱ϭʏɁ̵ྫྷe፭ട́ؿݠҝഁc༆С
ʥˢؿծɥѴશԫɥࠨΡΡΔᚾ࣊cɐɣነcӶˮɬҦcҝᛰ́ݠe
࣐ɀiɩٟȹࡼ̒ɟϾΕ݉׳ҦeͅࡼכɻӀτᅳ૱ˋؿcҰʨ߬Ӷ༏ܥʒઽˋcԞᎶ˟ȹˀֺ
cϤȹࡼҰωݟӶ༏˸ɩࣂԷһࣼؿΔʿcɊʗɺʿڏeཌྷɍαն˱/3$&ඖ͌cȹωݯ
ʏɁ̵ྫྷcɾ܃ȹαʹࠥʏɁ̵ྫྷc༦ԭɍωফcɩٟն͂൘ಁབྷቔ৽ذcΣሊᔸeˢ
ࠨቔؿሊɣΛࢬ˾ሒcϤሒሊֺؿνɃ˥ȹαؿνɃᄈ˱ȿʏɁ̵ྫྷeϊ̔c˱ফ܃cɩٟነᎷ
ȿိപc˞کˢࠨိؿപ̋ਪϬɯࠕ͂cଊࣂᑹτΛؿԜˢࠨࢬ˾ሒcྦྷˈ̋کቌɏʩምɍረӹᑨ፠ݯ
́cࡼɻᏜʥ́ݠԷᛷടҝഁeɩٟ౨શᘗᙩ˱/3$&ඖ͌cၤফcΛነȹᒨكᖫʥҌॶeʗ
ಞશɤԫᘗᙩτዀผᚾ࣊cʠɐɣነcԚɤԫ˿ྡྷሚྒؿĶιݯȹϽϢe
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Sanitation, Water and Medical Services
During our trip to Shaanxi, we visited two villages (Jinsuoguan Town Chenjiashan Village and Liulingou Village), two schools
(Taishan Middle School and Chenjiashan Primary School), one clinic (Liulinggou Village Clinic) and one hospital (Jinsuoguan
Township Hospital). The overall situation was reviewed as follows:

Sanitation

When we think that a living environment is naturally and deservedly clean, comfortable and hygienic......

We realized the sanitation of Shaanxi, especially in the villages, is not that satisfactory. Some of the villagers do not have a toilet
in their homes. If they need to use the toilet, they would do so at the back of their houses without any privacy. Also, even when
the toilets in Jinsuoguan Town hospital, Taishan Middle School and Chenjiashan Primary School are indoors, their ventilation is
not done properly and without flushing facilities. The serious problem of insects makes the toilets even more unbearable.
Luckily, some of the women have joined the LPAC programme and improved the sanitation of their living environment. Gao
Fenglian has joined the LPAC programme since 2001 and the income of the whole family has increased by RMB 4000. She has
used her loan on building a toilet and this improved the sanitation and raised the family’s awareness of the importance of
sanitation.
Personal hygiene together with the individual health consciousness are the basic elements of the sanitation of our living
environment. As we observed from visiting the two villages, the villagers’ personal hygiene has been improved. When we
assisted the Liulinguo villagers to prepare the meal during our visit, they know to wash their hands. However, they washed
their hands in the same container of water. We can see that their hygiene practices still have room for improvement. So the LPAC
programme is important in raising the level of health consciousness in the poor areas.

Water

When we have an unlimited supply of clean water in our homes......

The supply of clean tap water undesirable. There are people living in inland Shaanxi, where sources of water are limited. They
have to get water from saving rain water or spring uphill. Villager Li Dongmei of Chenjiashan Village said that she has to walk
uphill to get water everyday. Then the water would be stored in a large container for that day.
Some of those who have joined the LPAC programme now have clean running water in their homes. The Liulinguo Village we
visited is one of the villages where the LPAC programme is implemented. This implementation has raised the overall income of
the village by an average of RMB 400, so that they have enough money to build a pipe system to provide clean tap water to
each family in the village making it much easier for them to get water.

Medical Services

When there are more than forty fully-equipped hospitals in Hong Kong......

The basic medical service is insufficient in Shaanxi. When villagers want to see doctor, they would have to go to the hospital
in the remote town. After receiving help from the LPAC programme, the Jinsuoguan village clinic in Chenjiashan village has
been built. There are two doctors and medicines ready in the clinic. Other than being convenient for consultation, the clinic
gives the villagers a channel to know more about healthcare. Medical staffs would visit families and schools to deliver
healthcare and disease prevention knowledge. Through promotion, villagers can know more about the symptoms and
preventions of endemic diseases and realize the need of vaccination. It also provides free medical check for women and
children. With the setting up of the clinic, the infant mortality rate has been decreased by 87% while the average life span has
been increased to 75 years old. The LPAC programme has improved the basic health service in the village and raised the
average health standard. However, the doctor said that the basic health service there is still not enough though being improved
and the facilities of the clinic are still primitive and simple.
The Jinsuoguan Township Hospital with better facilities we visited is the only hospital in Jinsuoguan Town, and serving over
20,000 people including villagers in the town. The hospital staff try their best to arouse the villagers’ attention on health-related
problems. Under the free vaccination campaign, the percentage of children accepted the seven free vaccinations reaches 100%.
The rate of the infectious disease outbreak thus drops year by year. In 2004, the hospital established a halfway house for people
suffering from drugs indulgence and this is the only halfway house in western Shaanxi. As we visited, the facilities of the hospital
are just a little bit better than that of the clinic. Though the basic medical service has been improving, it is still not enough.
Hence, your support to the LPAC programme is very crucial to continuously improve the basic medical service and the situation
of the lack of supply of medicine.
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ᇯ́dࠕˋʥᔢᏻ
ʌωϹɾϷc҈ࠨȿԭૈҦͿၣਂټᔧᗐᔪؿஹ
ࡼɬҦʥ݉׳Ҧ
dԭංነ࣮࣎ɬɻነʥஹࡼɬɩነ
d
ȹංᔢ৻۩݉׳Ҧᔢ৻۩ʥȹංᇯ́ټᔧᗐᔪᇯ
́e˞ɎܰΔᇯ́dࠕˋʥᔢᏻؿኬੱؗi

ᇯ́
҈ࠨႏݯᅳdഒሬdᇯ́ݠ́ؿྊܰଉֺಳࣂ
҈ࠨೕᘨϹcʮԯ༛Ҧؿᇯ́ૈͧʋಳɺޅଉcτԒ༛ʸடȹణֺɖ
Ӏτeߗˢࠨτ߬cڏผכ۰܃ӀτርઋؗੱؿɎʿڏe̊̔cټכۺᔧ
ᗐᔪᇯ́d࣮ɬɻነʥஹࡼɬɩነؿణֺᒖಳɺܰᚉʨc˿ܰࠓӡ২
ɺΡcɌӀτҿˋӡcᔋ੩ɖᗲࠇcྊรݯబͻe
֗ϤcτԒ˱ȿ/3$&ඖ͌ؿਯɤcΣ̒ɊȾัؿஹࡼɬҦҦ̵ঢ়უᇘc
כɀཌྷཌྷȹα˱/3$&ඖ͌cͲαͲࡼؿαяνɃᄈ˱ʏɁ̵ྫྷcԎ༜͂൘ಁጙۺణֺcొঢ়ࡼɁؿ
ᇯ́෮ᖫe
ᇯ́ݠ́ؿྊܰͅɁᇯ́২cϤ͛ՅҺכɁؿᇯ́෮ᖫe҈ࠨؿԭૈҦؿ༛ʸɻcҦ̵ؿɁ
ᇯ́෮ᖫɰొঢ়e҈ࠨΕ݉׳Ҧၤ༛ʸȹ২ඛࣂcˢࠨɰτΕ২ඛؿʹݟکᇯ́෮ᖫc˿ܰˢࠨͳ͂
ȹˋޕԞʹݟc˿ӮˢࠨؿɁᇯ́෮ᖫʋτۿҝഁeܨ/3$&ඖ͌ؿᇯ́৪ᖫফྦྷొʠஔшΔਂؿ
Ҧ̵ؿ৪෮ᖫܰؿ߬ࠇ۾e

ࠕˋ҈ࠨࡼτ͂ɺѧ˘ᅳ૱ؿϬԞˋࣂ
ΔؿϬԞˋԜᎶʋಳɺଉcҦ̵͐ٲϹΔ୮ʑcˋτࠉc۾Λࣂ࠰̋ॶΦֶˋچԷɬɐݖˋؿ
ొՅࠕˋeஹࡼɬҦ༛ʸңˬܞcࠨҰʨɖ߬Ӷ༏ɐɬՅˋcಳ܃ҐˋΕˋኂԜԅʨԚ͂e
ϤȹԒၤ/3$&ඖ͌ؿ༛ʸ͐ٲcࡼɻնτᅳؿϬԞˋe݉׳Ҧιݯ/3$&ඖ͌Ҧ܃cͲҦҰʸ̡ؿя
νɃᄈ˱ȿʏɁ̵ྫྷcτȿ༅ټઅმ௹ဳʵԞΔɎˋАϬԞˋԷҦؿ༛ʸc˥ˢࠨτᅳؿϬԞˋc
ԚՅˋؿɮАࣂޘܫɌޘɈe

ᔢᏻࠗಋτ̒ɊΛංஉௐღͲؿᔢࣂ
Δؿਥ̯ᔢᏻ৻רɺӷਪeҦ̵ߗޜᔢ́c߬ڏԷႭႩےؿᔪؿᔢe݉׳Ҧιݯඖ͌Ҧ܃cۺȿ݉
׳Ҧᔢ৻۩eᔢ৻۩τԭϽᔢ́ൈcௐτΈိιᖞԜҦ̵ɺࣂɾeᔢ৻۩ȿʿڏȿ੩ञؿҦ̵ұᔢ
̔cҡઠөҦ̵τᗐᔢᏻ৪ʥདԉझञؿᖫeᔢᙶɁࡗผց౨Է༛ʸʥነ࣎ۧඨcԚˢࠨႏᖫΔʿञؿञ
ᄩʥདԉʿؒcᑹՓᝑˢࠨ߬અိߛދcᜑˢࠨ͉עདԉֲ߬ࠇؿߛދ೩hϊ̔cᔢ৻۩͛ݯਯɤʥԫ೧ొԜ
ЛӸᏎ݅eᔢ৻۩ؿஉ͓˥ᎩԫʫҗଅɎࠌȿϛʗɾɄɊȼcʥ˥̡яҦ̵ྐؿ՜֝ٽԷȼɊʄัc˿Ӯ
/3$&ඖ͌ҝഁȿਥ̯ؿᔢᏻ৻רcԎొঢ়ኬҦؿ৪ˋ̡eᔢ৻۩ؿᔢ́͐ٲΔॠᔢॠᖞؗੱؿᒖτҝ
ഁcЎʋಳɺӷe
ټᔧᗐᔪᇯ́ܰᔪɻȹȹֺᔢcݯᔪʑɀຒΛɁొԜ৻רcϤᔢᙶɁࡗߎɈΉᔪʑֈ̵ઐᄤۺړeΕ
Лི߮ߛދઐϷɎcͲᔪԫ೧ؿȼိؿߛދᔍၰଅ༠ϛʗɾϛcܨඨܷञؿञೕଅடαɎࠌeכɀཌྷཌྷ̒
αcᔢݓ҇ؿనਿޫɻʶۺιcϤܰϹϹ˵ȹݓ҇ؿనਿޫɻʶeֺࠨ҈כӮcᔢؿஉ̋ܪ
༖݉׳Ҧᔢ৻۩ΡȹԒcЎஉௐʋොᓯ௰cਥ̯ؿᔢᏻ৻רᐣτҝഁЎԎɺӷਪe
ΐϊc/3$&ඖ͌ʋɊʗ߬ɣࡼؿʻܛc˞ᘗᙩҝഁ༛Ҧॠᔢॠᖞؗੱؿʥਥ̯ؿᔢᏻ̡ˋ৻רe
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Education
There is nine-year free education in Shaanxi, as in Hong Kong, meaning that the school fees are supported by the Government,
but the book fees are paid by parents. From the information provided by the villagers of Chenjiashan Village and Liulingou
Village, the average annual income per person is from RMB 700 to RMB 1,200. But the annual book fee of the primary school
ranged from RMB 300 to RMB 600 while those of secondary school ranged from RMB 300 to RMB 1,200. We can see that
school fees can be a heavy burden for most of the village families. For example, Lai’s family of Chenjiashan Village has two kids.
The daughter, 14-year-old Lai Miao, is in Form One and the son, 13-year-old Lai Junying is in Primary Six. With only an annual
income of RMB 1,000 before joining the LPAC programme, the family’s life was hard in order to support the book fee which
is about RMB 400. After joining the programme, they use the loans to raise cattle and chickens, and are now earning RMB
2,500. They are leading a better life now. With the LPAC programme, more families can support their children to go to school.
There are basic facilities in primary and secondary schools in Shaanxi Village like blackboards, desks and chairs. However, the
facilities are too primitive and insufficient when compared to those of Hong Kong, like the old and shabby desks and chairs in
Chenjiashan Primary School. In Taishan Middle School, there is fluorescent light illumination, and in the dormitory, there are
bunk beds made of wood. The facilities are already very good, compared with the local situation.
The schools are always far away from the village. The students need to take at least one to two hours traveling to their schools
on foot or by transport. Like the villager Jia Shengli of Chenjiashan Village, his son, Jia Pengfei studying in Form One needs to
take about two hours to go to school which is seven kilometers far away from his home. He thus lives in the school dormitory
and goes back to home for one or two times a week. His lessons start from 7a.m. to 12p.m. and from 2p.m. to 5:30p.m. There
are 60 to 70 students in a class. He does his homework, assists the housework as well as field work in his spare time.
In Shaanxi, a secondary school is divided into two parts, namely “junior secondary” and “senior secondary”. The mode of
teaching is similar to that of Hong Kong, so does the subjects, with some on poetry and working technique subjects. The school
puts extra-curricular activities as one of its priorities for students; they have different activities like dancing, drama performances
and clown acts, so students have chances to develop their potentials.
On the night of 17 August, 2005, we participated in the variety show of Taishan Middle School and had a cultural exchange with
the students there. The students at Taishan Middle School were so enthusiastic and friendly. They were eager to make friends
and keep contact with us, and eagerly asked for our contact numbers and addresses! We stayed in the school dormitory that
night and slept on the wooden bunk beds as to experience their lives. Compared with those of ours, their facilities are far from
being satisfactory. Yet the local students still enjoy their schooling, work very hard and treasure the opportunity to go to school.
We really appreciate their diligence and positive attitude towards life very much.
We can see one conspicuous culture difference in the way Shaanxi and Hong Kong students organize activities. The games
Shaanxi students prepared were one-on-one basis, that representatives competed against each other. Whereas Hong Kong
students organized mass games that everyone has a chance to play. The local students told us they liked our games very much!

Cave Dwellings & Pottery in Chenlu Town
Cave dwellings, Yao Dong, are the traditional homes of Shaanxi. We visited cave dwellings to learn more about the lives of
Shaanxi people in Chenlu Town, an ancient pottery town. The main advantages of cave dwellings are that they are warm in
winter, yet cool in summer, and are able to reduce energy consumption. We still remember that was a particularly cold day yet
it was warm inside the cave dwelling. The ventilation is good as there are several ventilators.
Although our stay in the cave dwellings was quite short, we were still able to sense the importance of pottery to the people of
Shaanxi, particularly to those living in the Chenlu Town. In cave dwellings, we found that almost everything are pottery, for
example, when you have a look at the corner, you may see various containers for oil and rice. In the kitchen, there are pottery
pots and pans and containers for salt and vinegar. In the bedroom, even pillows are made of pottery. We were really astonished
by the surroundings.
We then visited families earning their living by making pottery to learn about their lives. The selling prizes of potteries and
porcelains varies from several to thousands dollars. The salary of workers per month is about RMB 150. We learnt that some of
the families are earning below RMB 1,000 year to support the whole family, and thus their lives are not easy. We also had a
chance to make pottery in their workshops!
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ઠө
ϹؿઠөԹ۹ɖτȾαЛઠөcЩነ֚ͅܧʻ˟cϤ
࣊ᖉٽࡼͅڬʻ˟e၃҈ࠨֺؿஹࡼɬҦʥ݉׳
Ҧ༛ʸొԜؿ༅ࢿcԭૈҦҰαɁяνɃʏɁ̵
ྫྷeɩነ́Ұα࣊ؿᖉݯϭʏɁ̵ྫྷcϤɻነ
́ͅڬؿϭʏɁ̵ྫྷɺ೩eۦɥ࣊ؿᖉܰȹࡼɁ
ҶࠇؿኪɥhΣஹࡼɬҦፆࡼʄɟcөτȹɥȹɤcɤԫፆ
ߛɊ̒ัcగᚾٱɻȹcԫɥፆ߶ᏪɊɍัcగᚾɩʒcҰ
α࣊ᖉʏɁ̵ྫྷcΕ̰ၤ/3$&ඖ͌کcፆࡼͲα
ؿνɃݯʏɁ̵ྫྷcݯȿԜԫɤᚾ࣊ćڈݠΌɈc
˱ȿ/3$&ඖ͌܃cС͂൘ಁབྷቔ˒ᔸc˥νɃᄈ˱ϭ
ʏɁ̵ྫྷćݠΐϊϤҝഁȿe˿Ӯ/3$&ඖ͌˥ҡΛ
༛Ҧۦ೧Էઠөؿዀผe
ነ࣎உܪʿࠍcΔ༛ҦɩነʥɻነᒖಳτȹԒਥ̯ؿஉܪ
Σඣdࣙ౯ɥcЎಳˈࠗಋؿໃ܃dᓯࠊʥɺӷਪcԝ
ΣஹࡼɬҦஹࡼɬɩነࣙؿ౯ɥ༖ݯवᓿhϤΕͿၣਂ࣮ɬ
ɻነcᇾ۩τͮဳ๑עc਼ٞτ˃ѷc˞ΔؿᏜੱ
ؗϤӰcነ࣎ؿஉܪɰ့ܰɺ፟ȿe
ɐነ༏ೡႭႩcӶ༏ֶ࠘ӹɖϭʭ߬ȹϭԭɩࣂeΣஹࡼ
ɬҦ༛ʸ༆Сؿԫɥ༆ᗩࠔcɊ̒ัcΕဒςɻነਔٱ
ɻeɻነᔴࡼɣȼʔԈcүϷɐነ߬ԭɩࣂcܨˢܰϾΕ਼ٞcҰܱ౨ΑࡼȹϭԭωeҰʨɐᇾࣂංͅ
ɐʟȼࣂϭɻʟɊɀࣂcɎʟɀࣂϭʄࣂ˸eነ࣎ȹऒɣʒɊϭȼɊɁeඃࣂcᗩࠔȿใୌ˲ᇾcɖ߬২
ࡼ৻ԎᎳδɎ̈́෦ݠe
Ϲؿɻነʗٱݯɻɻነঢ়ɻɻነcɐᇾᅡβၤࠗಋٶޚcޫ͌ɖɺΛc̋ΛȿȹԒۂdА೩ޫ͌e
࣎ʿྦྷነ́ᇾ̔ؿ৽ݠೕࢄ͛Ɋʗࠇ഼cΛʏʝؿጙመऒ˳ܢၦᑰdჱd࣍ႋdɩɸᎻऒ೩cᜑነೕࢄԯ
ɷॶe
ɀཌྷཌྷʄαɄ˂Ɋȼˀયɐc҈ࠨၤ࣮ɬɻነؿᐲᚭયผcၤ࣎ٱؿɻ́Аʼʝ͚ݚe࣮ɬɻነؿነ́ᆅ
ੱτഁcಞશၤ҈ࠨ͓ۺʤᇷԎᘗᙩၤ҈ࠨᐲcܨˢࠨᗰട͚߬ཋΔэk҈ࠨʨયɐϾΕነ਼࣎ٞc
ဣΕ˃ѷɐcጱӸΔነ́ݠ́ؿe
ˢࠨΪખ৽ݠؿɻc˿ଊԭΔ͚ؿʝଔiˢࠨؿ༝ᎻΛ˞ᘏҌ˚ݯcЩҰωԭϽᑩّɐࣟکȹೌh
Ϥࠗಋݯ߬˚ڬؿඑ༝Ꮋc͌ܰؿѴશͲɁ˿˞ၤeΔነ́йേ҈ࠨ۾௩ᚭိ༝Ꮋʿβՙk

ஹᘅᔪzᆮݞd
ᆮܰݞϹɁ̵ؿඨֈϾۺዾc҈ࠨԷஹᘅᔪcȹ̀Ϣ
ےcᜮȿᆮ˞ݞȿϹɁ̵ؿֈϾੱؗeᆮ҈ܰݞ
ਝۺዾᖚؿౠcԯˬธࡧcຝॶޘؿऋᒨeᑹত
ʨʨࣩОcЎӶ൬ᆮ܃ݞcڳԷธՓՓؿc˿Ӯᆮݞ
भܰʪඈᛢɺԷcОࣩ൬ɺԞkᆮݞτΛࠓɟcܨ
ɺᘨڔڡe
҈ࠨஞजΕஹᘅᔪࣂؿංᒖಳcЎɰ૯૯ՇԷྦྷ
ϹɁ̵cऋПܰྦྷஹᘅᔪɁ̵ֲ߬ࠇؿeΕܟѼؿ
ݞࠍ˿ೕଊݞԷ୮ܰႇۂcԝΣcԷᏳӯȹޜcϝؿؖɣᓸhᄡָcງງဥဥdଞᜤؿd
ᏄሷؿdޅϭѷɐؿɖܰcभઠɁɣଡވe
҈ࠨઅട˞ࡼؿ́ݯʸcȿˢࠨؗرݠ́ؿeؿਕძͅడʏϭడɝʏɁ̵ྫྷɺ೩cɮɁ
ؿҰ˂ɮ༅ʏɁ̵ྫྷcτԒࡼڬҰα̋ᑨՅʭכʏɁ̵ྫྷԞၐ߮́ܛćݠɖდݯᐿߕeɾ܃c
҈ࠨᑹΕɮАыཹነՙk
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Sharing of UNICEF Young Envoys
ਂ˞ᒟ ã Matthew
̋ɺ༦ܰɣϬಳˢࠨͧૈؿɺʔ̡ᇋȿeȹኬαؿফᆻdʒʨΕϹؿc͉עԷ҈ࠨɣϬಳഁۿΛαeΕࠗಋcȼϛ
ΛຒɁɻτΛʭɁผЊˮϬɯᔶʹՙjɺ༦cଊΕϭʭτȹϛɁผᅚ২e

ஹԿ ޔã Nikita
ȿcιٽcשʤcగܰ҈ི߮ɻԷؿeི߮ᜑ҈ነᎷȿϬɯcࣂነୌȿˢɁeΕΛω৽ݠؿɻc҈ȿԷ
Ϭɯ۾Λࣂ࠰༦ͫϬ҈cֺ˞҈ነୌȿˢɁؿؒcઅՇˢɁؿ෮ӮeτዀผԷɻਝcȿˢࠨؿʼʝcྡྷΕ˥҈ଡވɣ
cӸʶιٽȿɺʭeΕȹኬαؿЦɈc҈ႏᖫȿ۾ΛΡשʤcɣࡼΈτȹᒛᆅʶcಲӝؿʃޚᎳХeॶਪႏᖫऒשʤྡྷΕ
ଓ́ᗒѿe

ஹֱ ã Courtney
Upon joining the Young Envoys programme, I learnt a lot of knowledge outside of books ~ like problem solving, self evaluating,
sharing my experiences and learning from mistakes. I also had the opportunity of communicating with society. In this programme
I gained experiences that I would never have had on my own. It has provided me with an easier future, with a much stronger and
confident character. The programme has given me so many unforgettable memories, of meeting so many new friends and learning
to organize activities. With all these benefits, I will certainly recommend my friends to apply for the programme in the future.

ஹუ͵ ã Fung Ping
Ϭ҈˱ȿڇαԚّི߮܃c҈ΛȿȹͫԚ՜cҰޜԷשʤ࣯ࠕࣂذc҈ผΉˢࠨᑟ߸ೕࢄɻਝࡼԫ೧ॠ˜ᓰࠕੱؿ
ؗcѴશॶҝᛰˢࠨ࣯ࠕؿذୌྻeི߮ᜑ҈ೕଊϬɯٽɣȿc҈ԞӀ༦Ϭɯ˿˞Ε࣎ʑ೪ིʥઐϷȹᙔכϬɯݠؿ
৽eᒖಳ༦ೡτࣂԎɺСcЎ҈Εܰω৽ݠɻӃՅȿڈᗸൔؿcԚ҈ᏵऩӪΛe˱৽ݠभܰᗒॶ˿ൔؿዀผcܫ
˿˞ᜑ҈ೕϬɯؿᅶॶcɌ˿ԷȹᗒѿؿΑኙe

ஹ˿փ ã Doris
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮ɺЎᄈ˱ȿ҈ؿϬڌʶეኒɷॶcࠇ߬ܰ˱૯ȿ҈ྦྷ˖ؿވȿผe҈ޞશੀԞॶਪ
༜͂҈ֺነؿΑ㏾مผeτ౩ȹˀc˿˞ވ˖ݯԞΡؿҝᛰe

՚ٮᗗ ã Katie
۾ঢ়ጙॶιڇݯαԚّc༦ɺ৽ݠؿcȿႏᖫԷஈΛשʤ̔cҡ͉עԷ˖ވɐτ۾Λ߬҈ࠨᎳХؿɁe̋߬҈ࠨᕤട
ȹ֨ڌϤЦɈc҈ࠨ̦ց˿˞ҝᛰ˖ވk

ஹ ܆܆ã Szu Szu
ιݯᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّ˱ੜȿ҈ؿԚ՜eΕΈိؿຮሒ৽ݠɻc҈ᑼᇼȿɺʭነȹ˾ԔՇᎳХʥᗐᕤПɁؿᅥመe
ȹα҈ؿʶɐιٽȿ۾ΛcӮᖫȿ۾Λc૯۾܆Λc˥҈ࠇณҐϬɯցϽeȹωʒˀྣࡣܻؿɾࣁ˥҈ࠨɍɊڇαԚ
ّτ൬૯ȹᄙؿʦ܆eӠ́ݠΕఒࠗؿಋࠨ҈ؿΕুұʇფjذᄳؿԔՇjӝСؿኟτjɺc༦ܻࡣྣʒʨc҈˿˞йേ
Бc҈ࠨুұؿɺܰԒϤܰྦྷ˖ؿވԅͫෲၤᗐᕤe܃টʶΔውNorris, Dennis, RosannaˢࠨʶɈΔࠨ҈ݯᐾፒΈඖؿ
৽ݠeΛᑢk^^

ሲͰ൹ ã Ray
This is undoubtedly the best youth program students could have. Like others, UNICEF teaches you how to work as a team, yet
develops leadership skills. But unlike others, UNICEF educates you to be a global citizen, and a responsible one. You are always
more than you think you are ~ and you could always give more than you think you could.

ਜ਼Ⲇʼ ã Bertha
I would like to use one word to describe my feeling towards the whole year's YE Programme ~ Unforgettable. Throughout the
whole year, I strongly agree the Programme that had enriched my vision a lot. Not only did I meet lots of friends from different
schools, but I also experienced different social services through charity sales in schools and shopping malls. These valuable
experiences indeed enhanced my leadership abilities. It also provided me with the challenge of total development and integration
of abilities, personality and talent.
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ਜ਼ࡼળ ã Fioni
"Congratulations! I am pleased to inform you that you are selected as one of our UNICEF Young Envoys 2005." She was totally
astounded as she first opened up her letter. It was remarkable. It was December 2004. As happy as she was, she expected
nothing more than an extra line to add onto her CV. But within a year's time, she found out she was wrong. She realized how
naive she was. That year, everything about her changed. The programme meant so much more to her than she had thought it
would be. She finally understands what real friendship is ~ to love and to share. She finally understands what true leadership
is ~ to listen but not to ask. She finally understands that happiness can be gained simply through witnessing the happiness of
others. She finally understands what the programme really meant ~ to contribute and to be thankful. She has changed for the
better, indeed. Thanks YEs! Thanks Norris, Rosanna and Dennis! Thanks UNICEF! And that girl, of course, is me!

ਜ਼ඏඓ ã Nga Man
˱ڇαԚّི߮ܰˮכȹ৫ಳؿዀผeΕȹடϻ৽ݠɻc҈ነผɺʭΕ̯࣊ɐነɺԷكؿᖫc͛ผԷȹଊʌڇαɁȿ߬
ᗐʶӸᖾؿԑdɁذcҡ͉߬עԷೕࢄɻਝࡼؿ߬cϤ҈ɖነผނੴӸᖾࡼؿɁdשʤdነϬɯኟτ֗ؿါe

ᇝဈಳ ã Miranda
I'm so glad to have the chance to join the YE05 programme and visit Cambodia. It was an unforgettable trip, which gave me a
precious experience that I would never get as a tourist. It was so touching to talk to the people there face to face, and witness
their real lives. They definitely taught us that we need to be satisfied with what we've got. Gain fulfilment from our lives is the key
to make our lives easier. I've benefited a lot from the programme - far more than I'd expected. It really inspired me through
giving me a chance to know more about the world and also reach a better understanding of myself.

ϑኮΪ ã Angela
UNICEF Young Envoys Programme 2005 was a tough challenge but also extremely satisfying for all of us. We had the advantage
of making new friends and enjoying each other's company when we were working together as one big team or in small groups.
Personally, I'm glad to have gotten to know most of you and it was nice to be around everyone who didn't mind my broken
Cantonese! All our projects resulted in a great accomplishment! Best of luck in life to all!

ᇞዷў ã Winnie
Joining the UNICEF Young Envoy Programme 2005 gave me a fruitful year. I gained a lot from the various activities including the
training camp, school project and even the charity sale. While getting many new friends from different schools, I also learnt to be
more independent and considerate. Through communicating with others, I have indeed broadened my horizon to address the
global poverty issue and I have enriched my social experience. I treasured the chance to visit Cambodia very much because I
witnessed the harsh life of Cambodians. There are many people who need help and I understood how UNICEF actually works to
benefit the poor. I really appreciate what UNICEF does for the children all over the world. Finally, I would like to thank Norris,
Rosanna and Dennis for their kind support throughout the programme. Last but not least, I would highly recommend to all young
teenagers to join this meaningful programme.

՚ၕ ݿã Trista
ڇαԚّི߮҈ȹᗒѿؿιٽ༦ೡcܰȹϛΛϽαڇɁؿඑΑኙeͅɁԷ྆ؿАcɻ߬ஈΛؿઅढ़҂e҈
ҰʨΕϬਐ˿˞ݯ˖ވdݯԫ೧২ԒʇფjϹɾϷޜԷؿɺ̋ܰஔᆯcҡɣܰؿԅိʼʝd܆ᑹτ́ؿ̡ˋݠଔcˢࠨ
ኴྡྷdᆅੱϤ˘ྦྷكᖫτȹͫਨടcড়ɥτȹٖኍc༛Ҧۦɥؿଡु˨ȿ౨ޞ......ࣵɻʋಳࣺጠടˢࠨؿȹ̏i፠ܰϋ
ؿcʼʝܰಲࠉؿk

՚ዷѴ ã Amy
ιڇݯαԚّc҈ነԷஈΛcʦޘҡΛe࣎ʑᘐಁʥઐᄤ৽ݠ҈ዀผᘐௐͲ࣎৽ݠcԚ҈ྦྷ೧ɮਐᕀτҡ૯Ƀؿȿeܻࡣྣɾ
ࣁcɩשʤ́ݠΕذሔஔ˜ؿਝ۹cʋݠˈ҈ࠨ҄ᅥcكӷcగܰࡈΐֺΕeໃ߾܃Ԛˢࠨιٽc̖˾೧भec˥҈ʶeȹ
ʘȹʘ̉҈ଓ́ᗒѿk

՚ዷֱ ã Winnie
ܻࡣྣؿɁɊʗஔшcЎܰˢࠨكڳӷᅥeȹኟגdȹᐰᄱਐcˢࠨɰʶ෮ӷcࡈԞc҄ᅥగܰԅფᓯ௰e
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χാᗿ ã Christy
In the programme, I remember that one of the questions was what motivated us to join the programme. My answer was that
in this blissful land, there were more than enough for me to share with the others. Thus, I decided to join the programme,
helping others. But then, after this year, I found that my point of view was wrong, I expected to give, but it turned out that I have
gained more than I have given. The UNICEF Young Envoys Programme 2005 indeed brought me lots of great friends and
valuable experiences.

χܮኵ ã Sanna
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّĶ ȹ˥Ɂ˨Ԛ՜ؿӸͫe҈గܰንടӸͫcᄈȿȹϛϽτടͳ͌ᅟؿʤdᎡԷ
ΛʿࠍؿɁԑeɣࡼȹຮሒᘐಁd২ຮɮdྡྷΔϣྦ......ɻነผਠܛ҂࢟ੴါcಲဘܰ҈ιٽᇾೡɻ۾Ρؿȹᇾe

ߑௗ ã Alex
It is my great pleasure to be one of the UNICEF Young Envoys. I have learnt a lot about the duty of UNICEF and had the chance
to help advance humanity. Besides, I have met plenty of new friends. One of the most impressive experiences was the Mother's
Day Charity Sale. It was the first time I sold things to pedestrians on the street for a whole day. This offered me an opportunity to
raise money for LPAC, a project aiding poor children in the rural area of Mainland China. It was really meaningful!

ᒉօജ ã Stephanie
The Young Envoys Programme was harsh but challenging and rewarding. We had to sacrifice most of our Saturdays to attend
the trainings, but I enjoyed every moment we got together, especially our time in Shaanxi. The trip made me realize how lucky I
am and become a happier youth. Overall, this programme has given me opportunity to develop friendship with friends from
different schools, and also gain maturity, confidence and leadership skills. From now on, I will treasure everything I have and try
to give happiness to others. Above all, I will treasure the unique experience and the friendship I found in UNICEF!

ଲࣵ ظã Mandy
Joining UNICEF family has been a very new and valuable experience to me. From receiving the letter of acceptance, to being
officially appointed and later, chosen to go to Shaanxi, everything was so exciting and fun. I have met a lot of great people and
have understood much more about the world I live in. Being a YE gives me a chance to reflect upon myself and my life - not only
that I have to count my blessings, but at the same time, I have to take what I possess to help others.

ඟࠡඓ ã Cindy
Silent and empty, endlessly long streets in Cambodia were veiled in a shroud of darkness Ķ the first impression embedded in
my mind after I came out of the airport. Despite the hustles and bustles on the surface, the country is still undergoing poverty
and backwardness. As we proceeded further into the poorer provinces, more touching scenes were caught sight of Ķ children
without clothes on waved their hands with excitement...... strangers on the way were not "strange" at all as they were wreathed in
smiles all the time. The most heart-wrenching moment was the time when I visited victims of mine explosions at a rehabilitation
centre. I counted my blessings as I couldn't help reduce to tears. However, every cloud has its silver lining. The ill-fated
Cambodian are endowed with optimistic personality that prompts them to stand on their own feet again and again after
uncountable "falls". Isn't it exactly the positive quality that citizens in thriving cities like Hong Kong are lacking, to counter
adversity? To give is better than to take. While we are learning optimism from the Cambodian, why don't we, in return, lend them
a helping hand to combat their difficulties?

Єࡼయ ã Ka Wai
˱ڇαԚّི߮҈૯ԳՇ̴ܰؿጱຝຮሒ৽ݠc̯˞ݯΕᏜɺౡࣩࣂ২ຮሒผ۾шᗒؿcЎ̵̟ك༞ܰݯʑΔ̖ነԫ
೧ᘐಁ܃ྐྵషᚤc˥۾Ɂ৽kኬི߮ᜑ҈ȿɺʭcɖ͚ȿɺʭשʤcѴશੀԞʋ˿˱ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผ৽ݠؿk

Єࣽۤ ã Jorge
۾ঢ়ጙ˿˞ʌαιڇݯαԚّkΕ҈̰˱ک৽ݠc҈ྦྷᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿႏᖫɺʪ૯c̋ك༞ܰވ˖ݯɐτ߬ؿԫ೧
৻רe˱ȿ৽ݠɾྦྷ҈܃ؿႏᖫಲဘܰ˱૯ȿcྦྷؿዃ̌dրοdୂᓱܼ࿚೩೩τȹցؿȿeᑹতΕነ࣎൬Ϸઐ
ᄤ৽ݠc͌ݯؿȿ˱૯࣎ʑነྦྷᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿႏᖫԎȿೕࢄɻਝࡼؿ೧ɮਐᕀe༦ೡ˥҈ڈᗒѿkΐ࣎҈ݯτɺʭ
ነޜѧτᗐᄧ܃ϤτᒨɺΪe
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Єཽሑ ã Ka Yin
It is my honor to be a UNICEF Young Envoy. I learnt far more than I expected from the Programme. There were many different
training activities such as school projects, training camps, and charity sale. I found that all the training was meaningful to me.
I learnt more about my personality through the training sessions. Also, I met a lot of friends from different schools. It was a great
opportunity for us to share, learn and grow together. I would like to express my appreciation to God for giving me a valuable
experience.

Єඏඓ ã Carmen
I am very pleased to have been one of the Young Envoys. I gained much from this programme - friendship, experience and
happiness. All these made me far more mature, with added confidence. Those changes will definitely be for life long benefit to
me. I would like to thank our three trainers Norris, Rosanna and Dennis for their constant support and care. I would further like to
thank all the other Young Envoys for contributing to such a memorable and fruitful year.

ັݙթ ã David
ΑᚋιڇݯαԚّؿȹαcΈိ৽ݠʥফ˥҈ιٽȿஈΛeࠍdফᆻᏪdԷຮሒd৻רਂمϹϣྦc҈ነผȿᗐᕤП
ɁcᇸПɁcࣂҡނੴӸᖾؿȹʘeΕϹԅԒྦྷ̰Ԟ˨ᄴᄸڇؿαࠨ˥҈ɺͅটʶฑԣc҈ɖ߬ࢽؒˢࠨcዶรΉϬɯ
ྒؿ൬ೕhԎѴશτ౩ȹˀc҈ɖॶԾХПɁѧιˢࠨྒؿe

ݙ፦

ã Crystal

ιڇݯαԚّಹΣ߲٘ȿȹෲؿԚ՜cɺඩܰᗐʶֶෲӸᖾؿɁcҡܰҐෲۧeɁˮೕcΣׇɎ͏ɥঁcခȹਜਜ֡
̔ᒷౙϭኬಙeڇαԚّగΣ͏ɥc౨ۿടඨෲؿԚ՜e҈ࠨᄪ֗ॶιݯȹͫɥᕤടᆅc౨ۿടҐෲʶᏂڋcඨ༧ΔଈҰ
ӯໃe

ʬዣ࣮ ã Eustace
҈भ۾ؿʶॶਪιڇݯαԚّeི߮҈˥৽ݠؿऩɺʭc˥҈˿˞ႏᖫԷȹऒณשʤeᗒѿؿτফᆻᏪʥϹɾࣁeऋПܰ
ϹɾࣁcΕʒʨؿϷೡʑҰȹʨɖɊʗ˨ྡྷc˥҈ɣଡވeᐢܢϤӰcڇαԚّི߮Ԛ҈ነԷ̯࣊̔كؿᖫ˞ʥ˨ྡྷȹαؿ
́ݠe҈Ɋʗ࿘֗ॶιڇݯαԚّɾȹe҈҈ڌޚΕི߮ɻֺԷؿϹྦྷ҈̰Ԟؿ༏ȹցτ۾ɣؿᎳХʥརcɖ߬ΛྦྷNorrisd
DennisdஹϢʥPeterՆՆؿઠኒcܰБࠨ˥ི߮́ϳɺʭ - Λᑢk

ஈࢧણ ã Janet
This programme has really helped me learn many things out of school. For example, it has encouraged me to overcome my
shyness, build confidence, enhance leadership potential and strengthen my ability to organize activities. I have gained much
precious and valuable experience in this programme, such as promoting UNICEF to all my schoolmates during assembly. It was
not an easy thing for a Form Two girl like me! Last but not least, I want to thank my family, my best friend Cho Chai, all the other
YE05s and Norris & Rosanna for supporting and helping me all the time. I love you all!

ஈࢧֱ ã Jessica
I really enjoyed all the activities, sharing happy times and working with Young Envoys from different schools. The Mother's Day
Charity Sale was an unforgettable event. In organizing and running that event, we showed huge enthusiasm and energy.
Through the training programme, I learnt more about myself and became more considerate of the lives of poor children
worldwide. I think it was worthwhile spending our time as Young Envoys. It was really enjoyable, particularly to share heartfelt
warmth and love with other people.

ࣃټ ã Bryan
It's very difficult to summarise a year of absolute fun, unforgettable experiences and exceptional learning. It's the euphoria of
receiving the acceptance letter, the sudden realization of one's responsibilities. It's the anxiety of first meeting all the other Young
Envoys, the sense of closeness nurtured at the Training Camp. It's the obstacles in organizing a School Project, the endeavours
to promote children's rights. It's the struggle of selling carnations at the Charity Sale, the joy of success. It's the thrill of being
appointed, the honour of representing UNICEF abroad. It's the beauty of the entire experience, the sorrow that it is all coming to
an end.
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 ̵ࣃټã Bryce
Reflecting on the past year of UNICEF's activities makes me smile. From school projects to charity sale to field trip, we really
have experienced it all. To summarize the experience would be difficult. however, one key word to reflect it all would be inspiring.
I did not think myself capable of organizing such a large-scale school project, nor did I know that selling cards in a shopping
mall to raise funds for the LPAC could be so difficult - nor did I realize how fortunate I was. Now, however, after the Young
Envoys Programme, I feel I have become more mature. And with this once in a lifetime experience, I have also made a group of
friends whom I will never forget. Thus, THANKS UNICEF - Rosanna, Norris, Dennis and Peter, for making my year that much
more enchanting!

ᓯ

ᇷ ã Wing Yi

A lot of friends, unforgettable memories, eye-opening training sessions and an attitude-altering trip to Cambodia Ķ the UNICEF
Young Envoys Programme has given me so much! Through our participation in the various activities, we learnt a lot from our
dearest Norris, Rosanna, Dennis, and other YEs. I was so lucky to have the opportunity to hone the skills and knowledge
required to serve the underprivileged. My aspiration of devoting my life to the less-fortunate has been nurtured. Being a member
of the UNICEF family has indeed added colour to my life. Thank you all, my brothers and sisters!

ᗐዷֱ ã Wendy
I learnt quite a lot from the YE programme this year. My favourite was the school project. My schoolmates didn't know much
about charitable organizations like UNICEF and it was meaningful to introduce it to the school and to get different people
involved. We organized a hunger banquet, a Love Quilt and a Lai See packet design competition. I was surprised to note how
the students were eager to know more about the organization and YE programme. Missing some of the other activities made me
feel pretty bad. But I'm looking forward to doing service again for UNICEF in the future.

ፆঊ ã Fiona
One for all and all for one. This is the spirit that forms our bond. True, there are loads of talented young people in the world. But
what can be more meaningful than joining hands together to aid the needy? Inspiration alone cannot express my thoughts.
Experience tells it all. All the toil and sweat paid off when I saw the broad smiles on people's faces. "The beauty of their hearts
lies in their eagerness to learn, communicate, and integrate." It summarizes all my intense feelings towards the field trip.
Love You all. Hail to YE 05!!!

ቭᇘ ã Marcella
Ε༦˾ؿȹαc҈ֺነԷؿcੀ˥҈ଓ́Շ͂cҡᜑ҈ኟτȿᗸൔؿcᗒѿؿΑኙeᒖಳ҈ࠨӮࠍʥޚ୮ࣂؿංɺΛcЎ֤
ϊڳං͓ۺȿȹͫ૯ؿڴੱhҡΕ҈ʶजɎ૯ԳؿՇe

׳ௗ ã Steven
ၤᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮ܰ҈Ɂ́ɻɊʗᗸൔؿȹዃe۾ᄪ֗Ϭɯॶτϊዀผၤτ෮ຮི߮ؿc˿˞ᎳХτ
߬ؿɁcᜑϬɯҡ˱ȿ˖ވ͚ԷஈΛΡʤe༦ི߮c҈ྦྷ˖ؒޜؿވѧѧͲͲҝᛰ༦Ԟc˥҈ҡτҺʶ͓
ҁ˾Α㏾مผd˖ވe

׳ԙᅥ ã Felix
My experience with the Unicef Young Envoy Programme has been exciting and memorable. It was a great experience to get to
meet people and engage myself into community service. My most memorable moment was the Mother's Day Charity sale in
which I sold Mothers Days' card in the busy streets of Causeway Bay. It was not easy to sell cards in a hot sunny day but with a
heart of helping others, nothing mattered but to raise money. By the end of this project, I brought home with a truly memorable
experience and many new friends whom I wouldn't have met or else.

׳ਮಾ ã Fiona
What I have learn from the Young Envoy Programme is measured beyond words. From the Orientation Day to the Appointment
Ceremony, I experienced a lot. It was the first time that I realized "Impossible" could be reinterpreted to read 'I'm possible'! The
Programme made all of us grow. I am amazed, proud and inspired. Lastly, I need to give a big hug to all the Young Envoys, as
well as to Norris, Rosanna and Dennis for their support and encouragement which made me study harder in the HKCEE05!
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׳ɩዘ ã Silvia
ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮҈ዀผ˾ᐃϬɯمผcઠ҈˾ᎳХПɁcҡᜑ҈˿˞τዀผיଡ˖ވeϹȹϷcҡ˥҈Ꮇ
ނੴϬɯଊΕኟτؿ͉עԷނੴ߬ࠇؿk

ჳ๔ఉ ã Joanne
The Cambodian truly moved me with their strength and tough resolve in the face of poverty and hardship. Obstacles were seen
as opportunities to improve, challenges became motivation to strive for a better tomorrow. Their life attitude inspires me to do all
I can to reach out to the less privileged. I am blessed to be a YE05. It was a great experience getting to know Cambodia and all
the wonderful Young Envoys.

ჳણშ ã Cheryl
Being a Unicef Young Envoy was honorable and memorable. Throughout the past year, we received trainings on different
services, gained practical experiences and, most importantly, formed strong ties of friendship with other Envoys, who all came
from different schools and shared a wide diversity of interests. There were just around 100 devoted young Envoys, however, our
goal was much bigger than the number of participants. We hoped, despite the difficulties encountered, the more effort we put
into this programme, the more the needy would benefit. Fortunately, our work paid off. Together with the utmost assistance from
the trainers of the programme, we had made our programme this year a rewarding one, with our hard work witnessed by and joy
shared among everyone who cared. Although the programme has already come to an end, I sincerely call for your continuous
support for Unicef.

ჳɥ৪ ã Daniel
Εኬི߮ɻc˥҈ѿᕤܰؿԷܻࡣྣeҰɁݠ́ؿʥι߇ٽౡɺcЎڳτეؿऋሔc߬А྆ؿɣୂ˾ٽე
ኒȹऒეɌযܰמԑjᐣಳτؘ௪ठୃࣂؿԳcЎንടɣࡼؿАdʻܛᇸcɮАᐢ့СѧιeԯྡྷcޜԷΔɩ
שʤؿॐࢀࣂcȹʘܰࠤؿe۾ঢ়ጙɣࡼॶιكݯɯcդʃേʶԑcᑢɣࡼɻؿၤcҡ߬ᑢʨɐړؿˎحځؿ
Ψეk

ჳዷგ ã Connie
To me, the trip to Cambodia was the most memorable journey that I have ever experienced. Through meeting different kinds of
people, I was totally inspired by their positive perseverance. It not only broadened my horizons, but it also gave me a golden
opportunity to be introspective, to examine my own behavior, and to appreciate what I already have. Joining the Young Envoys
Programme really did enrich my life and enhance my cultural awareness. Lastly, thanks to Norris, Rosanna and Dennis, along
with fellow Young Envoys who gave me an unforgettable year.

ңᒄ ã Megan
I never expected to gain so much from the programme, as I have joined so many other kinds of extra curricular activities before
this. But the fact is that this is probably the best community-care-programme I have ever seen. After this, I will certainly make
helping the community one of my priorities, and I believe all Envoys will devote their time to this in the future, for sure.

ңਮ⋳ ã Alice
Εȹαکc҈ྦྷᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผԎɺʪᆃ੪c̋ك༞ܰȹݯԫ೧ᘐಁؿਥټผeԯྡྷc҈̰༦Ϭɯ˿˞ιڇݯαԚّc
ݯ߬ᎳХؿԫ೧ˮȹʗɈeιݯᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇؿαԚّभɺࢀמc߬༦ᄘАࠍcɷॶଠΛ˱ّɻܥፕˮԞe
ك༞Ϭɯιݯᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿȹͫɥ܃भ۾ؿʶcΐك҈ݯ༞ϬɯΕੀผτȹݒɺȹᅚؿዃeΕ༦˾ؿȹαc҈ၤ
ȿ۾Λᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผ৽ݠؿcԝΣეফᆻᏪdمผ৻רdΈိຮሒd࣎ʑᘐಁʥઐᄤ৽ݠ೩cɻነԷɺʭϹcɖτ۾Λ
ടeི߮Ԛ҈Εეኒdd୮ԑၤɁА೩ʿࠍ൬үȿc༦Έိྦྷ҈˥৽ݠᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผτҡΛؿႏᖫeȹαɰ
༦˾ȿcᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผྦྷ҈ؿᄧᚊ۾ɣcԚ҈ΕۿɁ୮ԑΈʿࠍτȿɺʭҝᛰcभ۾ؿᑢΈϽኒؿઠኒeᑢᑢБࠨk

ңօ ݿã Joyce
I was glad when I first received the news about being selected to visit Shaanxi. The trip let me experience the lives of the poor
and made my believe I have the responsibility to contribute towards my motherland. The trip helped me to understand more and
it broadened my horizons. I aim to spread the message of 'helping others' as I realize how difficult some people's situations
can be.
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ңᅥಿ ã Rose
Ɋʗᑢᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผΕ༦˾ȹαʀ҈ࠨȹடϻؿეফᆻ৽ݠdمผ৻רዀผd࣎ʑᘐಁʥઐᄤ৽ݠ೩cઠ҈ࠨ܉ᅚۿɁ
୮ԑeϹɾϷᜑ҈ΔɁ̵ؗߕݠ́ؿc͉עϬɯܰΛფ֗ؿ༜cԎొፚϬɯɺ߬ӸΕါɻɺكါe

ңણᔔ ã Louis
ݯ౨ȹαི߮ؿЩੀҢcԯɻؿᒨᒨcသʝݯɍീႍeઅढ़cԚ҈ҡȿϬɯdҡȿˢɁhނੴcҝᛰȿ҈ؿძࠤ
ᜮhሌc˥ʶԷఒӷၤ௩eࣂc҈ΐɍീႍϤιٽcྦྷϬɯd́ݠ˖ވτȿณؿ౨શʥցϽe

ષ ۽ژã Alex
ܻࡣྣɁ̵́ݠшߕcԫ೧̖ነਐᕀᗲࠇcᑹࠍྦྷടኝجፘजɎԞؿΔཊਐᕀcᆢྡྷ˥ɁɊʗኪᄯeಳϤc҈ႏݯෲၤᗐᕤॶҝᛰ
ܻࡣྣɁؿ՜༜c̋߬҈ࠨЊˮʹc̦ॶྣࡣܻݯɁ̵ʥԫ೧ԞѴશcྡྷଊˢࠨؿଉe

ષཽዷ ã Connie
ιڇݯαԚّಲဘܰ҈כ༦˾ȹαᗒѿؿዃe༦˱ຮሒd࣎ʑઐᄤ৽ݠ೩ඖ͌c˟ˮͲ৹ʶɈҙɃ܃৻רc҈ɺඩԞ
ᗸൔؿʥᒏؿ഼யcХɁؿӷҡԚ҈͉עԷɯӸؿΦΕძࠤeࡈԞෲɁcగܰभ̳҄ᅥɾe

ષᒄ☜ ã Ian
αcಲဘܰȹᗒѿؿΑኙeΕUnicefɣࡼɻc҈ეࢢȿcιٽȿɺʭeȹαԞcዃؿcɺ̋ܰȹடϻ৽ݠؿhҡܰؿ
ᇰᎾdઢೕdᓩ......ȹαcɺඩܰɁ́ɻؿȹαhԯടcԯეࢢcɖஈผᄧᚊട֡ؿ܃́eЎᗙइΕʶѐؿΑኙc
ॶΕ֡ؿ܃ˀɥᄧᚊϬɯԯˢɁe

ષ◸൹ ã Ava
Never in my life had I experienced such an unforgettable and meaningful year, being a UNICEF Young Envoy. The leadership
training camp, charity sale, school project, appointment ceremony and the field trip were all wonderful. Shaanxi trip echoes of
the past, a vision of history and insight into another world. During the trip, I witnessed the work of UNICEF, and also the simple
lives of people in Shaanxi. Even though they are poor, they still have big smiles on their faces. Yes, happiness is now we
perceive the world.

ષ❔ఉ ã Yvonne
An all-rounder, ready to serve. Thinking back to the time when we were at the recruitment interviews, I realize that I have definitely
benefited a lot more in this programme than expected "Service" and "leadership". Through participating in the training camp,
organizing the school project and other charitable activities like the Mother's Day Sale, I realize that I am not only taking part in
activities, but also planning and above all, leading. These roles give us comprehensive experiences, ultimately equipping all of
us to be more competent and ready to serve.

ષ။ᑈ ã April
ޜԷஔᆯໃ܃c҈ነผȿނੴeޜԷᓯ௰҄ؿᅥc҈ነผȿكӷeޜԷभ̳ؿ৩ɣc҈ነผȿੀʶˈʶeԒ
ܰ҈Εܻࡣྣࣂ ֺეԷؿe ̚Ԛ҈ҝᛰྦྷ́ؒޜؿݠcԚ҈ιٽȿe ܃cᗙ˚ړЇΕܻࡣྣֶΕࠗಋؿ੬k

дჴ࠾ ã Joy
˱ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّི߮ɀཌྷཌྷʄԚ҈ᏵऩӪΛeΕȹடϻ৽ݠؿΣ෯ഁຮሒdمผ৻רɻc҈ࠨነԷɺؿҌ̝eɄ
˂ɻc҈ࠨԷȿϹϣྦeωࣁೡԚ҈ႏᖫȿ҈ؿीਝcɖႏᖫȿϬɯc͉עԷϬɯܰΛფؿಠɩcڳɌΛფ֗ؿါeڇαԚّ
ི߮ܰಲძؿcɣ˸αԞֺԷؿcɖੀଓ́Շ͂c҈ѴશॶᎳХҡΛਯɤԫ೧cݯ˖ވɐȹᒨᒨϳe

ңᎰϼ ã Henry
When I applied for this programme, writing the imaginative "How would I like to change the world" essay, my mind was filled with
grand pictures of strong leaders commanding their followers - just like those in the movies. Only after this tough yet fruitful year,
I find that it demands so much to be a Young Envoy, let alone change the world. One does not necessarily need a superficial
commanding face. Instead, the things we have to do are to listen, communicate, and influence others wholeheartedly; for heroes
are not those who achieve a lot but those who touch people's souls. Lastly, I would like to thank Norris, Rosanna and Dennis for
giving us this opportunity to learn and experience.
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ңրጙ ã Simon
UNICEF Young Envoys Programme represents contribution and fun. We have gained unforgotten memories as well as invaluable
experience. I would say after 10 or 20 years, the strong bond among us will still exist, and also the precions memories. The
programme has created a sense of belongling, distinct from other extra curricular activities. Norris, Dennis, Rosanna have been
our parents, and we are brothers and sisters. We worked hard for the goodness of the family, gaining joy and happiness.
Especially for the Sixth Formers, the Young Envoys Programme has brought our secondary school life to a fruitful ending. A
sense of humanity is the soul of the organization. Norris, Veronica, LMF, Agatha, Aggie, Vincent, Fioni, Beverly and many others'
It has been such a pleasure and treasure for me to come across all of you in my life. Really, thanks a lot!

ң࢟α ã Jubi
The whole Young Envoys Programme can be summarized as amazing and eye-opening. From the very first leadership camp to
the Cambodian field trip, my knowledge on children's rights and relative issues has been broadened widely. I am now able to
take part in more social activities and gain greater initiative in organizing activities. Knowing more of other children's misfortunes
has resulted in an increased empathy and compassion for the underprivileged and the needy. It has also intensified my fervour
for life, treasuring all I have. This maybe considered as the most prominent change within me. All in all, I find this programme
extremely meaningful and I shall recommend it to all my friends.

டᅳᆋ ã Agatha
ʌαȹ˂ؿეফᆻᏪնԷଊΕcᔝᐁං҈།ڇαԚّࠨɰႏᖫ҄Ⱦ˂ȿe҈ࠨΕʃޚነୌcʃޚᎳХɎѧιȿኬི߮ؿ
৽ݠe˥҈ᗒѿ̦ܰؿϹϣྦcᑢΈϽᜑ҈Εϣྦ౨ංҡȿϬɯcᜑ҈ጱӸcभʘΔՇஔᆯΔਂԫ೧ؿ߬cᜑ҈ޜԷ
ȿभྡྷؗੱؿeི߮ᒖಳѧҢcЎ҈ڌޚଊΕɷܰ҈ࠨؿԚ՜c҈ࠨؿʤᇷभ̳ؿնe

ᖓࡼᐱ ã Brian
Becoming a UNICEF Young Envoy is a privilege as it provided me with so many opportunities as well as experiences from the
service projects, seminars and YE outings. But I must also say that becoming a YE this year was a slight misfortune, the reason
being that I was a Form 5 student preparing for my HKCEEs, which meant that I wasn't able to attend a lot of the activities in this
packed and rewarding programme. The programme inspired me to organize a joint school variety show in the summer to raise
funds for UNICEF, and I am proud to say that at least I contributed in some ways to the UNICEF community.

ᖓཽણ ã Michelle
UNICEF Young Envoy Programme has given me a wonderful opportunity to collide with other unique and talented teens who are
also passionate about helping and serving others. Together, we have experienced great exposure from the valuable opportunities
of meeting Lang Lang, organizing Mother's Day Charity Sale to the fieldtrips in Shaanxi and Cambodia. As one of the coordinators
during the Mother's Day Charity sale, I have realized the importance of responsibility, cooperation, and team spirit. Selling cards
was definitely very exhausting and challenging, but knowing that our team had done our best to contribute in this event was
already extremely rewarding. Finally, I'd like to thank Dennis, Rosanna, and Norris deeply for their devotion to YE05 for making
things so meaningful, inspiring and enriching.

ྱᅬඵ ã Natalie
Being a lucky girl with a peaceful family and a home in this prosperous city, Hong Kong, my life has always been very pleasant
and graceful. But since I came across the UNICEF promotional video, I felt ashamed and decided to help the needy, the ones
who are unfortunate. I took part in all the programme's advocacy activities, charity sale and other social services. Helping
others always make people feel euphoric. Through planning and organizing the school fundraising and advocacy projects, we
experienced the skills to make a school- scale campaign a success and to arouse awareness of our peers. I am proud to be a
YE05 and I cherish it - with thanks to all of you!!

ያഁᆋ ã Ron
ၤȿȹኬαؿᐲਝԫ೧ਥڇټαԚّི߮c҈भؿነԷ۾ΛeΛȿઅᘩτᗐԫ೧ᚬСႏᖫȿ۾Λณשʤ̔cɣؿνᖆܰ
ྦྷϬɯ˱૯ȿe༦ফᆻᏪdຮሒd࣎ʑᘐಁdઐᄤ৽ݠ೩৽ݠc҈ነผȿ܉ᅚၤɁޚ୮ᐾፒ৽ݠcࠇ߬ܰؿΛ
ȿcଡވᄤȿeΕcɊʗᑢᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผcᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผᓻࡗΈڇαԚّȿ҈ᗸൔؿዃe

ዷ ã Katy
҈۾࿘֗ॶι̯ݯα۹ڇؿαԚّeΕɣ˸αc҈།ԯˢڇαԚّȹၤΈඖফᆻ৽ݠdຮሒᘐಁdຮɮ˞৻רʥࡄѧιؿ
Ϲϣྦɾࣁc҈Էؿɺ௰ܰᗸൔؿcᑹτȹݒݒभᄿؿʤᇷိိᗒѿؿΑኙeω҈˿႓ܰ༗Ϥᓊe
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ྱژఊ ã Kristy
ͅࠍٱؿ၇ਜ਼dνԷՅ፣ؿكጙኍdফᆻᏪؿϬ҈ܥኝd࣎ʑᘐಁʥઐᄤࢹؿ৽ݠҗၤι˲dၤمผ҄ؿ৻רᅥdຮሒव
፣ؿ௩......Է̳βկͨݯᐲਝԫ೧ਥڇټαԚّcȹα҈Էؿभɺʭe

жዷփ ã Winnie
ȹαc҈߲٘ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّͨࠇؿeফᆻᏪԷΈိຮሒ৽ݠɻc҈Էಲˈ҄ؿᅥeӀ፟cԯං҈˟ˮȿɺʭ
ࣂංʶ϶cԷଊΕcΑᚋ༦˾҈ɷೕଊԷ˟ˈؿˮؿҡΛe҈ႏᖫȿȹऒΡʤhȿԷᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผؿɮАhᑹτዀผምӷ
Ϲ༛Ҧcሞ༦ؿ܃چᙡ؋༏cඃࡼԷᎳδ༛ࡼඛcผ൰ҦԅϬϬӷݠ́ؿஔшΔਂԫ೧ஃིೕࢄඖ͌ݯˢࠨ́
ݠԞؿᏉͮeི߮ɻc҈ܥኝȿϬɯؿรࠉcڭౘΔምˮҝഁϬ҈ؿȹүcԚ́՜ҡ၀e

жᇗ ץã Janice
ޅფܰԫ೧ᚬСɖɺᎷԷιڇݯαԚّ̋ܰȹαʑೕ́ؿԑeٴณᏪiޯवȿϬɯفؿᒨeຮሒd࣎ʑઐᄤ৽ݠʥຮɮר
৻iݯɐڇαԚّАΡๅௐeܻࡣྣɾࣁiޜӮɁ̵ྦྷଊτԷӷcྦྷ̰ԞגτѴશcᘨˢࠨभ۾ؿk ᑢᑢNorris, Dennis
RosannacᑢᑢUnicefؿιࡗcᑢᑢҰȹϽڇαԚّe҈ڇڌޚαԚّๅௐΡੀȹαผۧؿ˾k

ᓙʼ ã Dorothy
Being a UNICEF Young Envoy 2005, I gained insight and experience of UNICEF's operations and the unfortunate groups of
people who desperately require our assistance and attention throughout the globe. I was able to meet many new friends and
learn to perform within a group, hence enhancing my leadership and coordination skills in the process.

ҷз ã Stephanie
Being a participant of the UNICEF Young Envoy programme is truly one of the best gifts any young person could ever receive.
This programme is all about the process of growth, change and maturity. From overcoming the fear of heights to selling goods
for LPAC, it's really hard for any participant not to change at all. Personally, the experience was enriching and mind-blowing all
at once. From the first imposing thought of having to speak Cantonese to the final thrill of going to Cambodia, this programme
has taught me things that no formal classroom education could ever provide. It has very simply taught me how to appreciate,
experience from within and most importantly, share. Hence, I end with a very simple thank you to those that have helped make
this experience that much more memorable.

дᗫᗫ ã Charlotte
ȹነୌؿዀผdȹ״ˋcྦྷܻࡣྣؿԫ೧Ԟ႓ܰਫԢۂeॶਪጱӸઅᘩஔшؿԫ೧Ԛ҈ޅΛcࡈԞ҈ࠨ́ݠɻ۾Λ̦ؿ
ಳԎ̦ڈಳcϤ҈ࠨ֗༜Δኟτട̚cЄɺၤτ߬ؿɁʗԔՙj

дᑂ ã Beverly
Before I got into UNICEF, I doubted my abilities...... I never thought I could be a member of UNICEF. You can imagine how
stunned I was when I received the letter. All the toil paid off in the end because it made me into the girl I am today. It not only
helped me grow but also helped me recognize my abilities. It made me strive for better and better. I no longer lack confidence.
Also because of the programme, I met a group of miracle workers. It is through their warm smiles, hugs and greetings that I now
understand the true meaning of friendship and open up my heart. Lastly words are never enough to express my heartfelt gratitude
to Norris, Rosanna and Dennis for their support and guidance throughout the year. You guys mean so much to me! Thank you
for everything! Thank you UNICEF!

͢ഁ ã Aggie
2005, is the most remarkable and unforgettable chapter in the book of my life. The UNICEF Young Envoys Programme has not
only opened my eyes but also changed my attitude towards life. In the trip to Shaanxi, I experienced this mixed feeling of joy,
guilty and gratitude. The feeling of joy lies within the great time we had with each other; the guilt comes from the reflection of my
life when compared to those who live in Shaanxi; the gratitude is what I have to our homeland China and UNICEF, especially to
the staff and all of us, the 100 sweet YEs.
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дဢዷ ã Joane
"Local Initiative, Global Perspective" - being appointed as the Young Envoy is truly my honour and pleasure. Times flies and the
programme has nearly come to an end. Recalling fragmented memories, I still remember everything so clearly. I shall never
forget what I have gained, what I have learned and what I have experienced here. Don't only learn in the classroom, but also let
the world be your compass - to broaden your horizons, to enrich your knowledge, and to develop your potentials - UNICEF has
been the highlight of my fruitful year. Plan your work, then work your plan - be proactive and willing to help those in need.
Sacrifice is a part of life and it is not something to regret, but something to aspire to. There are two ways to spread light: to be
the candle or the mirror that reflects it.

ཇ كã Kenneth
The scene of the innocent kids in the childcare center where we 100 Young Envoys served still bombards my mind whenever I
come across the silvery-framed UNICEF Certificate of appointment on my wall. Not to mention the friendship between us young
envoys, but the services we have done this year are undoubtedly rewarding. Last but not least, loads of thanks to Norris,
Rosanna and Dennis for their enormous support.

ٷຒᄖ ã Vincent
ιڇݯαԚّܰ҈ؿຮɮ́ؿȹԈೡຌeΕؿȹʘྦྷ҈Ԟ႓ܰณթؿcΣᐲ࣎ஔఒࡽͲಋֲؿ෯ഁຮሒܰ҈ࠖωઅ
ᘩؿcΕȹαֺነԷؿcᒖಳɺॶҝᛰ҈ؿɁ́cЎ˿˞ٛցܰؿc҈ࠨαֺАؿȹʘܰ˨෮ຮؿe

ᘣౣ إã Veronica
This trip to Shaanxi has really broadened my horizons and made me learn to understand myself, as a person, and a part of the
world. Some incidents moved me a lot. Although the families we visited were poor, they gave us the best. They know little about
the modern world, but are content with what they have Ķ they grow their own food, and have a peaceful life. The hospitals are
really a tragic disaster. They don't have proper hospital beds, and the needles aren't sterilized or disposed of after use! I also
met a girl at the school we visited who had braces too!! I guess that's a reason why we clicked the minute we met. We talked
about how our lives were like. I had a really unforgettable and memorial trip to Shaanxi and I know this will have an impact on
my life in the future.

ᘣ݇ಿ ã Stephanie
҈ؿکcᐢܰྦྷஔшɩؿȹະגτᄵᄶɾʶc˿ᄵˢࠨؿሯ༤eಳϤcΑȿڇαԚّcԷ༛Ҧ˾ጱӸ༛̵ؿኴॖ́
ݠcၤˢࠨʨ༝Ꮋcɷೕଊ҈˞֡ؿؒܰΛფؿ෭ܯeᐣԚ༛̵ؿᏜྊɺΣ҈ࠨঁ൙cЎˢࠨԅᅥʨك՜cكӷ࢟ؿ
ֲࣟcݯڳԅޜЍܽᏭ́ؿ՜ɐᏬᙡؿϳeϤc̳ܰ҈ࠨݠΕᐥജ̟̟ےؿɁֺ˄ॠؿe

ࢄܪᗩ ã Alexander
The end of the UNICEF Young Envoys Programme 2005 marks the beginning of a movement. This movement will continue in the
lives of 100 young men and women. It is a movement for the betterment of children's lives in our world. Thank you UNICEF for
organizing this programme for us. Thank you Norris, Rosanna and Dennis for your guidance. Thank you fellow Young Envoys for
giving me this great experience. Thank you!

ܪઢሑ ã Kelvin
ΑȹɎcነαؿݠ́ؿᆢɊʗ˨ྡྷeڇαԚّնc҈߯ڏɎ͌ᅟcҺ߬ొʠϬɯe˸αؿফᆻcᗒѿؿА
ᔔఒكؿᖫc˥҈ነᎷɺؿɁޚ୮c˱૯ȿϬɯcҡႏᖫȿȹऒשʤeᒖಳ҈ࠨяԞϬɺؿነ࣎cЎ҈̷ڳɺผѿতԅͫ
ʤᇷe

≳ܪఉ ã Sara
I gained a lot in this packed trip lasting six days. Before the trip, I thought Cambodia was an extremely poor country which could
only wait for help from other countries. After visiting so many charitable organizations there, I realized that Cambodian are not
only depending on others' help, but they also work together to help themselves. The street children there showed me what
happiness is and how fortunate I am. Why do I always complain about this and that, and always ask for more even I possess a
lot already?
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ሳࢄം ã Cheung
Having joined the whole year activities, I just have a sentence to express my feeling. UNICEF Young Envoys Programme is a
meaningful and valuable experience that I had. I gained so much from it and make a group of friends. I learned how to treasure,
and how to dedicate. Furthermore, we knew more about children in the other side of the world during the field trip to Cambodia.
I really thank UNCIEF to give me this chance to join the programme. Lastly I hope I can continuously help UNICEF's work.

ҧɥɻ ã Steven
Watching street children swimming happily in a garbage pool, you would be amazed at how easily happiness could be achieved.
Although only an extremely small portion of children is offered help now, fortunately the problems of poverty and inadequate
education are realized and there are more NGOs working to help alleviate these. It's a pity that we were all acting as reporters
in the trip, asking questions and getting the information we wanted only, but we failed to work out the principles of exchange
that would share our experiences with them.

ҧయ㠒 ã Coco
֗༜҈ؿʌα˿˞ιݯᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผڇαԚّeΕɣࡼc҈ነᎷȿஈΛكᖫc͛ႏᖫȿஈΛΡשʤeতΕɊɀ˂ɍɊ
ˀcԅʨܰڇαԚّȹωؿӮࠍcࣂٱcɣࡼד۾ᔑcЎ༦ኒეؿव͵༝Ꮋ܃cɣࡼնʃޚႏᖫcιݯȿΡʤeᗒ
ѿܰؿΕফᆻᏪɻc҈ࠨʗୂ།ኒȹઅՇফᆻeΕᕧ͏ᖑॗࣂc҈ࠨࠍྦྷஈΛᗒᗐeΕᕧঢ়˃ؿኽࣂc҈ᑹࡻְ
ԒࡖˮԞhЎΕɎࠍڳࡗୂؿଔɟᐰ႓i˱ؖтkБȹցॶӶ༦ؿkcୂࡗྦྷ҈ؿᗐʶརcԚ҈Ґ࢜ᙖʝ৽ݯɈcι˲
֢רঢ়˃ؿኽeΕȹαc҈༦ΛωؿফcΛωؿຮሒcᄈ˱ȿ҈ࠨؿ഼யcઠᎷȿ҈߬ॎˮԞc߬ݯԫ೧جՅᚬСc
߬ᄧᚊӸᖾؿɁΛࢶಁஔᆯਝࡼؿԫ೧cΡᜑˢࠨॶᚾ࣊cτΡ̰ؿԞe

౦ౡֱ ã Elina
This year was indeed a fruitful year for me, but sadly not for much longer. The UNICEF Young Envoy Programme will come to an
end. I gained much from this meaningful programme. Not only did I make a lot of new friends, I even had a taste of being involved
in charity sale and several fund raising events. The programme helped me develop a pleasant and optimistic personality and
train up my interpersonal skills, as well as leadership potential. I could work co-operatively with others after joining the camp.
I am feeling more mature and my problem solving skills were much better than before. Thanks to Norris, Rosanna and Dennis
for your guidance!

౦ቭജ ã Claudia
I have spent a lot of time in this programme, but I would never feel regret! As a UNICEF Young Envoy, I realize how UNICEF
fights for the rights of children in the world and how it raises funds for the people in need. And after my participation in loads of
training in the programme, I have grown up a lot and learn a lot. In the future, I would spread the UNICEF's mission to
everyone I know, to inform others more about the world.

࢘ᗎ ã Justin
Some of the activities in the training programme could be improved. For example, during the Mother's Day Charity Sale, the
demand was greater than originally anticipated, we needed to make flower packets at the selling point which was quite chaotic.
Besides, the activities could be more varied and more frequent. We could also consider the difficulties of those students taking
public examinations, so that participation in UNICEF activities would not impose too great a burden on them before and during
examinations.

ɿᄨ࢟ ã Phoebe
I was fortunate to be chosen for the field trip to Cambodia. This trip surely helped us reflect upon ourselves and also things that
hadn't come to mind before. We experienced a lot of unforgettable, treasurable activities that will always stay in our hearts,
memories that we will all cherish. We were in Cambodia for six days to seek the wisdom we lack, to leave our cozy little beds
for the time being to broaden our horizons. When I finally ran into the hands of my parents in the airport on 23 July 2005, I then
truly realized how lucky we are to have a family, parents and a comfortable house to live in. I realized that those children in
Cambodia desperately need our help to pass on this message - there are still many people who want our help and care. Love
them as you love yourself.
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ඡኮߧ ã Rainbow
ᑢᑢ੬cᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผk੬˥҈ࠨ͉עԷ˖ވɐʋಳτ۾ΛɁ߬҈ࠨؿᎳХeቱဳ҈ࠨॶɈτࠉc҈ࠨ૯ڌዝڋϬɯc๑
ڋˢɁ֨ڌؿe҈ࠨ̋߬྆ȹcۧෲؿࢠcୄτȹʨ˖ވผᛰҡΡk

ඡژ ã Chun Kit
ᒖಳȹϛڇαԚّԞϬɺؿነ࣎cαɖɺcЎΈτֺٽcඑԞcగॶʃɺӷcιݯȹٖੜɣؿɈ൴cԚ҈ࠨֺᐾፒ
৻רؿdຮሒ೩Ɋʗι˲e҈Εະcነผȿ˚৽cיϬɯeᐣԚ҈ɺܰҰȹωኪͨࠇ߬ӯϳcЎ̋߬ΈɁగϬɯ
ؿϽສသɈϤڏݯϷȿeΕϊc҈টʶᑢɍϽኒڇαԚّผؿկࡗcˢࠨಲӝ˟ؿˮܰ҈ֺฑԣؿe^_^

ඡ ژ۽ã Jeffrey
ιڇݯαԚّ҈کɰ˱༦ᐲਝԫ೧ਥټผ৽ݠؿcЎϊི߮˥҈ҡ૯ɃȿؿɮАeফᆻᏪԮঢ়ܥኝֲc҈ݯԞઢೕc
܆ׅၐeϤԯˢڇαԚّӸɐc҈ɺ̋ޜԷԿ൙ؿეɷॶcҡࠇ߬ܰؿԅ࠹ᏜʨɎؿᆅe

߈ᄨ ã Tiffany
To summarize this year's experience as a Young Envoy in a few lines would both undermine and misrepresent all that I have
gained. Indeed now that it has all come to an end, it leaves us with a lingering sense of nostalgia. But one thing that I am sure
will last is the friendship that we have so strongly built, and the sweet memories of laughter that we have shared. "Be the change
you wish to see in the world." - UNICEF indeed has brought us all together with a passion to serve, and I hope we will all
continue to be the changes we wish to see in this world.

ฦᒄ࠷ ã Kent
Different from other charities, UNICEF is not only an organization to raise funds, but also a place for teenagers to give and gain.
Different from other social services, the programme gave me new insight into the world. Different from all the travel tours, the
Cambodia field trip, which let me see real poverty and correct my moval values in my life, gave me entirely new and real
experiences. Different from any club posts, the name 'Young Envoy' is reserved for students who wholeheartedly want to give
and contribute, with the initiative to learn and to gain more. All these differences help mould the Young Envoys into the best and
unique group. Let's convey our message to the world. Let's help the less fortunate ones together!

ਗ਼͠ୋ ã Charlotte
L-O-V-E and W-A-R-M were what I felt during the trip. People from Cambodia have the passion to meet us and know us. Their
smiles are the most beautiful I have ever seen. Even though their lives are not as good as ours, and far below standard, they
have hopes and they are strong. At the same time, they are so enthusiastic, which leads me to think, "How come we usually give
up on difficult tasks and prefer to avoid them?" The Cambodians can do it - we can do it as well. Let work out a better and fairer
world together.

ӂዷಾ ã Stephanie
ȹʗ१०cȹʗνᏵcΑᚋᅕ˂ΕڇαԚّི߮ԷؿcᎡ༧༦ႨߕႶଏؿಥՈֺ܃ነผ҈ˈؿད౨ɻҡΛe
ႨĶ ࡈԞɣผྦྷ˱ّ߬ؿұࣦɺᓯ௰c߬ι˲ѧιི߮ྡྷמڈԑcི߮ࡈԞٜٯᔀ᎘cͫڇؿαԚّˈ҈ɣᅕαcΐ
ϊ߬˥ϬɯٲؿଊʥɐԯˢԚّܰႨܥؿኝeߕĶ ݯȿ˥ϹɾϷι˲ʥɻԷҡΛผc҈٦ȿɺʭʶ϶ʥࣂංА
ᘐௐcЎ߬ΕௌௌࣂؿංٲʑΣ౨ੀɮАѧιcԯˢୂࡗؿ൬۹cြɻɾߕϬɯكeႶĶ ଡӮܰɻਝɁcϬɯॶϸ
ࠕಲᄯcЎϾΕϹɬਂؿԫ೧cڳடȹԒਥֺ̯ݠ́ؿɖݯޅॠ˜cԷܫᗒ༦ɌʶႶeଏĶ ॶι˲ѧιኬི߮c
ႏᖫԷȹऒҁ༞שؿʤcነԷეኒɷॶҌ̝೩كᖫc༦ೡֺݚɎؿώၤ૫ᛰιȿଏؿΑኙe

।ኮಿ ã Cheryl
I really gain a lot! From this programme, I could attempt many things I haven't attempted before, I could see lots of things I
haven't seen before. I also broke through myself, changed maturely! I participated in this programme, I not only can help the
people in need, but also can learn a lot. The Young Envoys Programme really had given a lot of great time, and had brought me
wonderful experience!
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